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IBHE plan may

help transfers
ByCHAD
GALLAGHER

.Admintstratlon editor

s

Each fall, over 30,000
college students transfer
from one Illinois institution of higher learning to
another.
In this transfer process,
course credits are often
lost because one institution may not recognize a
particular course as
acceptable to its own general education core
n,,quirements. The credits
are lost and similar courses have to be taken, often
repeating parallel classes.
But a plan currently in
the Illinois Board <>f
Higher Education is
designed to ease the
headaches of those transfer students who lose
earned credits through
transferring.
"The plan looks at the
Illinois system in such a
way as to facilitate transfer students," said Charles
Evans, assistant vice president of academic affairs.
The
IBHE's
Articulation Plan, scheduled to begin in summer
session 1998, will form a
General Education Core
Curriculum that would
establish a list of standards that courses must
meet to be automatically
accepted by schools that
accept transfer students.
The core will not duplicate any single institution's requirements but
instead will closely mirror
the typical lower-division,
general education requirements of Illinois' institu-
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Higher officials
dispute plan
ByCBAD
GALLAGHER

its among universities,
some Eastern faculty
Admmtstratlon editor
feel the plan will take
the control of curricuThe Illinois Board of lum
away
from
Higher Education Eastern.
Articulation Plan,
"We will no longer
which would make it be under control of our
easier for students to own curriculum," said
transfer academic Jeffrey Lynch, dean of
credits from one the College of Arts and
Illinois institution to Humanities.
another, has met with
Lynch said by formixed reviews frqm mulating statel1Vide
liig'her education offi- standard requireciiilS.
ments for courses,
The plan will devel- Eastern will be forced
op a criteria to evalu- to accept course cred~
ate classes in deter- its that may not meet
mining whether a the standards of its
course is acceptable at general
education
all state institutions. core.
Therefore, all state
"There will be two
schools will have a classes of students on
number of courses campus," Lynch said.
that are transferable "Native students who
· throughout the state.
have taken our core
While the plan will and transfers who
make it easier for students to transfer cred- " See Higher Page 2A

a replica of any one institution but an amalgam of
requirements common to
the missions of campuses
across the state," said
Ross Hodel, IBHE deputy
director.

For example, if a student takes a mathematics
course at a junior college
that meets the criteria set
by the plan's core, then it
will automatically be
accepted at any transfer

JOHN COX/Photo editor

Plier boy
Mike Dunifer, a painter with the Physical Plant, puts the .finishing touches on the food booths Thursday afternoon outside Buzzard Building on
Seventh Street inpreparationfor this weekend's Celebration of the Arts

festival.

Local communities
respond to disaster
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

institution in Illinois.
The Articulation Plan's
core will be set by various
panels consisting of a total
of 123 faculty members
from Illinois' 12 public
universities, more than 40
community colleges and
14 private schools.
The pan~ls will set criteria for courses in five
curriculums including
communication, mathe• See mBE Page 2A

Charleston and Mattoon residents are reacting quickly to
requests to help contribute to the
Oklahoma City, Okla., bomb
explosion Wednesday.
The Mattoon Red Cross will be
holding a blood drive from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Saturday at the Cross
Country Mall in Mattoon, said
Pam Smith, Red Cross Mattoon
chapter manager.
"(The blood drive) is to replenish the blood that has been used
and make sure we have reserves,"
Smith said. "The blood is not

going directly to Oklahoma City.
We just want to keep the supply
ready."
At least 52 adults and children
were killed Wednesday morning
when a car bomb exploded in front
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City, Okla.
The blast, which created a crater
8 feet deep, resulted in the deadliest U.S. bombing in 75 years.
Smith said the chapter is looking for donations of all blood types
and is concentrating more on
replenishing the current supply
rather than achieving a preset
goal.

t See Local Page 2A

Two men suspected in bombing
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - Moving
swiftly to solve the worst U.S. bombing in nearly 70 years, the FBI
announced Thursday it is looking for
two men suspected of renting the
truck that was packed with a half-ton
of explosives and blown. up outside
the federal building.
In London, a third man, described
by U.S. officials as a possible witness
in the attack, was put on a plane
back to the United States for questioning. Italian officials said his bags.
seized in Rome, contained possible
bomb-making tools.
With the death toll remaining at
36 for most of the day, rescue teams

suspended the search for survivors so
they could shore up the broken concrete and steel of the nine-story
Alfred P. Murrah Building, ripped
apart by a car bomb Wednesday
morning.
·
However, the death toll is at least
52 late Thursday.
FBI Agent Weldon Kennedy said
arrest warrants have been issued for
two white men suspected of using
aliases to rent the truck used in the
bombing. The men's identities were
not known, he said.
The FBI's description of two men
sought in connection with the bombing of a federal building in Oklahoma

City: - White, medium build, 5-foot10-inch or 5-foot-11-inch, 180 to 185
pounds, light brown crewcut, righthanded.
The other is white, medium build,
5-foot-9-inch or 5-foot-10-inch, 175 to
180 pounds, brown hair, tattoo visible
beneath T-shirt sleeve on left arm;
possibly a smoker.
Investigators said the truck was
rented April 17, packed with fueland-fertilizer explosives and parked
outside the building, where the blast
tore away halfthe structure and blew
a crater 8 feet deep and 30 fe et
across.
An axle believed to have come from.

the vehicle was found about tw
blocks from the bombing scene, said
police source who spoke on conditi
of anonymity.
A federal law enforcement offici
demanding anonymity, said invest·
gators believe the van was rented ·
Kansas and are checking fertilize
dealers in that state to tcy to trac
the purchase of common chemical
used in the bomb.
Dave Russell , a Ryder True
Rental official, said the FBI had con
tacted his company about a true
rented from Elliott's Body Shop i
Junction City, Kan., about 270 mil
north of Oklahoma City.
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Broadway Joe's Presents:
The Keit,h Har'den Band'''
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haven't."
James Quivey, chairman
of the English department,
agreed that the standardizing of general education
cores will cause a loss of
control of curriculum at
Eastern.
"I prefer more autonomy
than this plan permits,"
Quivey said.
"It is not something that
is all bad," Quivey added.
"There are just enough bad
things about it that makes
it a concern, and I hate to
see a state agency (IBHE)
get that much authority."
Both Quivey and Lynch
said that opposing the plan
is 'a relatively dead issue.
"It's a done deal," Lynch
said. "Once the board
(IBHE) wants to do something, it is a done deal."
Lynch said it is not wise
for individuals or institutions to oppose the IBHE
plan because of the repercussions that could result by

''T.I.

<1i!6i.~1>i.1lf~1t ~i1ti.I>
7 p.m. - 10 p.m .
Lunch & Dinner served in

hate to see a state agency
(IBHE) get that much authority"
- James Quivey
English department chairman
doing so.
"If you want a new program approved or your budget returned in tact then
you follow the plan," Lynch
said. "Illinois politics are
never about principle - they
are about power."
"The potential political
consequences make the plan
hard to oppose," said Quivey.
Affiliates of the IBHE say
the plan will not damage
Eastern's core nor take
away curriculum decisions,
but rather the plan will sim~
ply benefit students.
"It is very important that
the consumer of the education is considered in this
process for the purpose of

Mainstreet Cafe

OPEN FOR LUNCH

attaintng a quality education," said Deb Smitley,
IBHE associate director of
public affairs.
Ross Hodel, IBHE deputy
director, said Eastern actually had a large impact in
determining the general criteria standards for the
plan's general core.
"Institutions like East-ern
actually served as a model
for determining standards
because of its strong general
education program," Hodel
said.
"I understand their concerns but you need step
back and look at the influence Eastern had on this
core."

•
•
• •

•
••
••
•
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IBHE~------------~
•From Page lA
-matics, phsyical and life sciences, humanities
and fine arts, and social and behavioral sciences.
From 1994 to April of this year, each college
or university identified to the IBHE its own
courses that match standards within ttie
General Education Core Cu:rriculum. ', '·· '"'
Beginning April 1, each public community
college began submitting the college's listing of
identified courses to the Illinois Community
College Board, and each public and private
institution submitted its list to the IBHE.
The ICCB and IBHE merged the two lists
according to the five curriculums and sent
them to the various faculty panels comprised

of people from state institutions for approval.
Disputes on course approval will be referred
to another panel designed to specifically deal
with conflicts.
Another initiative stemming from the
Articulation Plan will allow students who
.receive associate degrees &t cmpmunity colle~''ges to be exempt ITOlll'cgeneral;edueatiohtCO:t;ei;;;
, .requii:ement~ at the:t;r:'8.9Bfer~i:l}o9J. .•. , .• "_,, "' "'",
Students will· be exempt from a transfer ,
school's core because the Articulation Plan will
form a set of standard requirements within a
general core that is transferable to all state
schools.
A total of 37 to 41 semester hours in the five
curriculums must be reached to attain the
exemption through an associates degree.

_,t~~~ings

95¢ each.
With any other coupon.

---y at participating stores.
Expires 4126195.
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"Disasters can't wait when
they happen," Smith said.
Several area Red Cross
chapters are receiving calls
from people all over the
area who want to donate
blood.
However, Mattoon is the
only emergency blood drive
in the area that has been
scheduled.

"The Charleston and
Effingham chapters have
been directing all of their
calls to (Mattoon)," Smith
said. "We have handled
more than 100 calls within
the past two days."
The Red Cross is also
accepting monetary donations to help victims of the
explosion.
Along with blood donations, community residents
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are mourning the losses in
the explosion by flying their
flags at half-mast Thursday.
One of the flags at the
Coles County Courthouse
and the flag located in front
of Old Main was flying at
half-mast. Neither the
Charleston Post Office nor
the high school received
information concerning the
lowering of the flags.

The Men of

DeHa Tau~·~~~
Proudly Presents

J~~g~9 Ba~h e9§
Saturday, April 22nd
2pm•lam
DELT DIG IT! Wed~-sat.
DJ, Band, & Bonfire

Babysitting
"Even those without children were really excited about
it," Dallas said.
"We received surveys from
people that, though they did
not need child care, they
thought it was a great idea,"
Dallas added. "Many of them
wished
child care facilities had
By AMY DAVIS
been
available
to them when
Staff writer
they were in college."
Lou Hencken, vice president
Eastern students and faculfor
student affairs, said one
ty are in support of establishthe
goals of the Student
ing a child care facility open to
anyone on campus, according Affairs Office was "to study the
feasibility of a child care facilito the results of recent survey.
A 25-question survey was ty at Eastern.
''We'll look at the results of
distributed to the entire campus to "discover the extent· of the survey and see what hapthe need for child care services pens," Hencken said. The child
for Eastern Illinois University care program is a good idea
students and employees," said because it would help non-traLynette Drake, co-chair of the ditional students as well as
Campu$ Child Care Comm- other students and faculty balance work, college and parentittee. ·
bfake said since the survey ing, he added
Dallas said the child care
was. first distributed, the
issue
is critical and a child
response from· the campus has
care
facility
would benefit stubeen "overwhelmingly positive" in support of establishing dents and faculty whether or
not they have children.
child care at Eastern.
''We want to make sure it's
"The response has been
right," Dallas said. "The
done
inspiring," Drake said, "We've
gotten back well over 500 sur- child care program will help us
retain qualified faculty memveys already."
bers.
Better faculty attract betCampus Child Care Committee member, Lisa Dallas said ter students."
Dallas said that by not havshe is optimistic about the suring a child care program,
vey response.
"We were hoping for a good Eastern loses potential sturesponse," Dallas said. dents and faculty.
"Many new students and
"Results have been very favortransfer students want to
able so far."
Questions on the survey know if we have a child care
asked about the number and program," Dallas sai<L..,~
of studeQ:t t\fid eIIlJ?loyee's "Sometimes g~J!'kidents ari8'i
' somewhe1tf!t1
en, wh~~:r1·tlre1,;~~9~-~ faculty'\(}~~
else
becatis~
astern
does not
child care now or would ni tliefuture, as well as about their have a child care program."
Hencken said the- Campus
opinions of an on-campus child
Child
Care Committee has
care facility for use by Eastern
"worked
very, very hard on the
students, faculty and staff.
A significant number of peo- child care idea and survey
ple have asked for child care since Christmas." The commitfacilities, Drake said, and from tee has done research, as well
the results of the surveys, as visited other child care facilities for further information,
many more support the idea.
he said.

Students,
faculty support
campus child
.
care service

Debl•t c.ard sys· tem
co u Id b .e..·. c h. ange d
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JOHN COX/Photo Editor
Jackie Mitchell (left), a soplwmore psyclwlogy mq.jor, and Leigh Schindewolf, a sophomore
elementary education mq.jor, purchase cookies from Coffee Express Thursday afternoon in
the Martin Luther Kingjr. University Union.

Senate budgets approved
By SCOTT BOEHMER

Student government editor

Budgets for several student
organizations were approved
by the Student Senate
Wednesday night;. however;
s~ata:l1~.:th~"Otgtm:tzations

say. they will ~eq~est-ad.ditro:r:t0."
ar ahocati'oas mthef811.
.
A total of $310,000 was
allocated to AB, Student
Senate, the Division Recreational Sports and all of the
boards under University
Board.
.
The AB is in charge of recommending how much student activity fee funds should
be allocated to recognized student organizations.

KeithLipke,UBChairman,
and David Dutler, chairman of
Rec Sports, both said AB does
not adequately understand·
the needs of their organizations and they say they anticiaf CASSJ.CLARK
said.
pate making additional allocaStaff writer;
Stevens said although there tion requests.
'·
may be some opposition to the
"UB plans on going back to
1;JA bill recently passed iii the bill within the House, he AB every single week to ·
Ill'.inois ~:nate. will ensure that thinks it will pass. He said the request additional allocaifa uni"."er$itY adopts a debit bill' will be benefidal for both tions," Lipke said.
card system, Joeal businesses universities and private busiLipke said with the cuts
ci>µld also utilize the program. nesses.
which were made to UB's budSenate bill 93, which is on
"But the real winners will gets, some planned programits way to the House of be the students," he added.
Ining will have to be changed
Representatives, states that
Ed Slazinik, associate direc- and UB will have to make a
universities cannot issue debit tor .of the Illini Union·at the lot ofchanges in order to meet
cards to students unless the University of Illinois at its budgets.
cards can also be used at local Champaign-Urbana, said the
"(UB's) printing and promobusinesses unaffiliated with U of I currently allows their tional line items were cut,
the university.
students to use their ID's to which will make it even hard-' cated.
organizations more efficient.
Representative Ron Stev- make purchases, primarily in er for us to advertise these
Student Body President
The Student Activity F.ee:I·
ens, R-O'Fallon; said he sup- the student bookstore and the events," Lipke said, adding Blake Wood said he plans to Budgetary Act will require the
ports the bill because it is good food services.
UB had originally requested . look at the amount of money AB to· allocate the senate, AB,
for the students.
He said that recently pri- apJ>roximately $300,000 by the senate was allocated and Rec Sports and UB a percent. "I support the debit cards," vate business owners have itse1£
will possibly make additional age of the total student activiStevens said. "They are a prac- complained the cards take
Dutler said Rec Sports will ~location requests for travel ty fees.
tical ·tool for the students to away from their businesses. be hurt most in the area of costs and some other areas. · Under the act, the organizaaccess purchases."
They say the system does not programming and salary Wood said the senate was allo- tions do not have to request
Debit cards allow students allow students to use their increases. He said his depart- cated less money this year specific line items, but rather
to make campus purchases by ID's to make transactions at ment will not be able to pay than last year.
will use the past year's budget
accessing accounts through the area businesses.
· for informational fliers for
The senate passed a resolu- as a reference source in deterthe charge cards. The bill
"I'm having a little bit of their events with the amount . tion that is designed to make mining allocations in the
would allow the use of debit trouble in seeing how that run- of money they have been allo.,, · the way AB allocates moneyto future, Lipke said.
cards in privately owned busi- ders
merchants,"
said
Slazinik. "The bookstore, for
1·
nesses.
"Students should have a example, has been allowing .::::~:.:..:.;=.::::.::=::.=.-----.----------~--~~---~:---::--:-:"i
choice where to spend their students to charge their books
In Thursday's ed1t10n The Daily Eastern Strong is actually a member of thel
dollars, and not just be locked at the store for about four News, The News incorrectly_;referred to Nora Empowerment Party. The News apologizes
~9?·~Y{B't·~·.*<:WJ~~-~~v~~->~1li!l:~;~'..:.~,
·~'.·;·'~~~J~.tr;l{~:~~._a:~mP.,~r.~~~~~;¥op,r Vision Party. for the error.

Correction

"non-punitive in n~ture, a law

Drivers younger than21 who

'

~;~~~~~n~:~~~ai=-~~~~j

''is the laW

:%:~~:i~s!a:V;~fi~er

faii in
than ,
ing have yet.;\nother predator to
~espect
the
"A DUI will haunt you for the _ ~
fear: the."Use it and Lose It;"
.alcohol
re5t of your life while the.zero
zero toleranc;e law.
tolerance law will maybe teach a
As the title of the law sug-.
20
lesson to an underage dri£lker
gests, this law says anyone Who
years
QS OOffi- and may prevent any problems
is under the legal drinking age
with driving while drinking,"
and gets caught driving after
pared that
Tritsch sa1ci.
drinking will lose his or her driv16-year.,-old?"
But
the law have the
Ing privileges.
·
same educational e~t on a 20However, as evidence by the
year-old as itwiUa highsch6ot
number of convictions, young
student? I would think someone
adults don't understand the ramifications of the new law.
who is 20-years-old would understand how alcohol
Since it was adopted on Jan. 1, 793 underage drivers
affects them.
·
have lost their driving privileges at the hands of the new
An older, more mature individual is more.likely than a
zero tolerance legislation, according to Keny Kern, manyounger person to know how one drink will affect him or
ager for community liaisons for Sec. of State George
her. However, the zero-tolerance law places mature indiRyan.
viduals in the same group with young impressionable
Under this strict legislation, drivers younger ttian 21
teenagers.
found to have any trace of alcohol in their systems will
In attempt to make it somewhat accept~le, propo·tose their driving privileges for a minimum of three
nents of the law added a stipulation that states that a permonths. And, the driver can still be charged with driving
son must be pulled over for a traffic violation before he or
under the influence and lose driving privileges for an
she is charged with.the zero-tolerance law.
_
..
additional least two years.
This traffic violation GU) be anything fron:i faih,.1re to sigWith the large number of deaths related to underage
rial at a turn light to a broken tailligh~. · _ . · __· , :-" ,
drinking and driving, it is undeniable that a problem
This presents another scenario.·in a citY like 9lfbonT':\ '.
exists. Nationally, every day six individuals between the
dale, home of Southern Illinois University (where tb~,bar,..
ages of 16 and 20 die in automobile crashes, almost half
entry age remains at 19), a police officer who ~usPec!S ~ :
of which are alcohol related.
someone is under 2-1 may be more apt to watch for the
But is the law fair in respect to the alcohol toleran~ of
most minimal traffic violation.
·. , ,
someone 20 years old as compared to t~t of a 16-year-:
I am 20 years old. and if I was walking out of a Cari:>Onold? dale bar '-!"here I drank one beer, I would be pissed if I .
'. The question is whether or not a mature;.responsible
:.was charged with the zero tolerance law for not stopping
20-year-old should lose his driving privileges for three
-· at a cro5swaik,
·
months for casually co~uming one drink. ·
The problem of underage drinking and driving is eviGranted, the Jaw prohibits drinking fOr-anyone un~ef.' --~ - _.. dent. But 5-Qdety must upd~rstand that a successful and .,
21, -= anbther debatable·topic - but an impressionable
equitable cllcohol' law must account for the gap between
high school student is mqre likely to experiment with
the alcohol tolerance of 50meone my age and an immaalcohol and not drink responsibly. Experience with alcoture and irresponsible high school poser.
· ·
hot breeds knowledge of its effects on the body, which in
- Dave Hosick is the news editor and a regular columnist
turn breeds ~- and responsible alcohol consumption.
for The Daily Eastern News.
Tim Tritsch, a member of.the Charleston .Alcohol Task
Force, says the law is designed to be educational and

to
tolerance
ofsomeone

Old
to
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Service workers
need to accept
attritiQn plaµ
Building service workers have already given

upA.s soon as tti~ a'.dmihisftatioh announcect · la5t week it would _decrease BSWjobs from
5_7 to about 36 thrdugt{ atttjtlon, -sef'Vlce work;.'
ers in the physical plant threw-in the towel
and said they weren't
to blame if the school
.wouldn't be as clean
as it had been in the
past.
About 57 service workers work in the physiCc:lLplant, performingv_ariqus janitorialtasks
such as cleaning briildlngsandtemov=tng trash.
' :· It is noble for building, ~~,Vice .w0r!\~rs to
say they are concerned about the cleanliness
of the campus.
·
.
But it seems that building seivice workers
are more concerned about their workload,
which will undoubtedly -increase as more and
more workers retire or resign. The new plan is
to combine employees' jobs and alter cleaning routines so more work is accomplished
with fewer employees.
Workers should be grateful that nobody was
laid off due to a lack of finances. Last year the
physical plant started the fiscal year with a
deficit of $170,000.
Ted Weidner, director of the physical plant,
said cutting jobs through attrition is an
·attempt to keep the budget in-line with the
1996-67 fiscal year.
By not replacing workers who retire or ·
resign, the Physical Plant can ultimately save
thousands of dollars and return to a balanced
budget.
Building service workers need to get a
more positive outlook on the situation. Few
people actually look fol'Ward to taking on a
Kente cloth is just
heavier work load, but many are constantly
being called upon to work harder.
another privilege -for
One service worker said Weidner really isn't
African Americans
respected by many of the serviCe workers.
Dear editor:
Whether that is the case or not, the service
I am writing in responseto the
workers should adept the plan and work
Aprll 18 artide; "Graduation ceretogether with Weidner to figure out how they
monle5 to offer optional wear." The
do an efficient job with fewer people.
artide explains that ROTC students
In the long run, It will make their job a lot
will be allowed to w ear their Class A
uniforms and black students will be
easier and more enjoyable.

Editorial

. can

allowed to wear traditional kente
cloths as .part of their apparel 00
gradyation day . For the life of me I
· 't
h · th tw
I ted
··can · -see ow e o are re a ·
I understand and appau
I d thecon· D•
. md weanng
"'OiJiC
. . um"forms
cept. beh"
· bol of
. u · · they seNe
beca
· se
·as a sym
. hed
t
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h
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t
has
w a e s en - accompIis
·
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B t the I te d 0 th d
m co ege.
u
{en
..
oes
kn led
· t
t beca - · t
~~the ~~ ~~~ri~;'thaf:;emos

ofa

Your turn
achieve that distinction during the ·
course of their coUeg~ (;afeer,
Also, the artide failed .to mention
whether any other ethnic; groups will
be allowed to expres5 their ethnicity
through traditional garb..I can only ·
assume a Scot will be allow ed to
wear a kilt, a Frenchmen a beret, a ·
Roman a toga and so-on.
I don't see the need for ethnic .
identifiers on graduation day. I think
there's an excellent chance that most
people will know a black stud.en_t i_s
black even ifheor she i_s_n'tw earlng· a
kente cloth.
This kente doth idea, like the _hair
salon and the ''A__ S_eparate
_ Peace·"·
se_ries, is i·us
_- ·,.-_t. _
a_--_n_ o
. _•_ the
.._r privilegegiv_en ···
to the African 1\mericans tc>:rt1ake up ·

will

Apparently thr9wing a dog a bone
Is the only way to-get it to stop yapping. Unfortunately the dog is too big
and the bone supply too 51TlalL .

Ryan S. Cc>der

Le~:ter

Polic_J"

The DaitY Eastern New5 encourages
letters to the editor concerning any
local, state, national or international
issue.
Letters Should be less than 350
words. F
_or the letter to be prlnted, the
_name ofthe author, in addition to the
author's address and telephone number, must be
_· included. If necessary,
letters_will be edited ac:cOrding to
length and space at the qiseretion of
the editorial page editor'o· r editor in
chief.

~~~r:!~~~~~i:ri:~a~~~ ~~~'~ave ,......Ano~~o~ lette~ wilI~?~ .~ __ . .· _
---~?~:-~.~t.~~-r=A~~:~~~?.:_~-~~~~ ~~,, __,... ,. __.. ; ;::~r;;i:~~s::.:;:::·~;:::f~:~:t~:::- ;;.::;;'::~~!22~r~~~;:,~;~~::~:~i~;:;:_:,.;~i;i~~;6
graduating w ere, in .fact, .black when
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Inquest rules
death a suicide
friend, was the first person
to find her, said Charleston
police officer Gorden
A six-member coroner's Henderson, the only person
jury ruled the death of an to testify.
Eastern student as a suicide
Henderson was the first
Thursday night at an officer on the scene. He
inquest in the Coles County spotted Tipler running out
Circuit Courthouse.
of Litteken's apartment
The ruling supports that waving in the ambulance
Amanda R. Litteken, 20, crew, who arrived right
shot herself in the chest before Henderson did.
with a rifle during Eastern's
Henderson said Tipler
spring break. Thejury delib- owned the gun, a Ruger
erated for 20 minutes.
semi-automatic .22-caliber
Litteken was in her rifle, that was used in the
apartment, 1815 12th St., suicide. ·Tipler left the gun
when she shot herself in her apartment because he
March 11.
feared it being stolen from
Litteken was born on Jan. his truck, Henderson added.
11, 1975, the daughter of The gun was going to be
Michael
and
Brenda placed in his truck because
Litteken of Charleston. She he was preparing to move.
was a sophomore education
Powder residue from the
major on the dean's list. She rifle, that appeared on
was a member of St. Charles Litteken's shirt, indicated it
Borromeo Roman Catholic was fired next to her body.
Church and the National Henderson displayed a
Honor Society.
photo of Litteken's shirt as
Jeff Tipler, Litteken's evidence.

~

By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

Large 1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke

$83

5

No Coupon - Just Ask

FREE
DELIVERY

+ Tax

Not valid
with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
'til 2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 515195

We now accept
Credit Cards
on deliveries

•

[v1sA]

2 BURGERS

2 FRIES
$JOO

Ii

JR@l§lJlce 11 !§l i
I! Special Coupon !
I ! 50¢ off any Sandwich !
1 :w
. e·. ·oe·1.1ver:• .4·s
. -.. a··o.
. .ss.:
1
3·.
I 50 Great Burgers - Chicken Wings - Spirits :

1
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Would like to wish their
1995 Graduates the Best of Luck
Chauntel Armstrong
Jenee Barranco
Aimee Berman
Becca Brackett
Kristen Cole
Noelle Frere
Amy Girardini
Anne Heise
Nikki Hunt
Kristi Kallas
Leigh Kasten

Shana Kemper
Megan Kincaid
Victoria Lavick
Elizabeth Minarik
Kimberly Ostermeier
Laurie Roberts
Sandi Schanaberger
Melissa Schebo
Becky Schulz
Sara Shumard
Brittney Zupan

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
For your convenience, CIPS
has set up a temporary office in
the Effingham Room ofthe
EIU Student Union.

IVE BAIT & TACKL.E:
•Minnows
•Nightcrawlers
•Weights

•Licenses
•Hooks
•Etc.

We'll be able to turn your service
on or offand luuulle account
name changes.
We'll be'at the Union
April 26 ·May 8,
from 8:00 am to 5 pm.
We look forward to seeing you!

Madison Street

4th
St.

Central ffflnola Publto ~ Cornpany

Patttng

au, 1&uwgy to IN'ol'k tor ra.~

21 . 1995
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Habitat for Humanity joins

!~~sod~~~~!<:~~!
~!~~~!rman
of
~'?iftotturchase
campus editor

Humanity
the products for thes meals or
Eastem's chapter of Habitat go to Coke or Pep i owned
fur Humanity has joined Haiti establishments such as Taco
Connection's efforts in boy- Bell or Pizza Hut.
cotting Coca-Cola and Pepsico
She said the organization
Inc. products, said Theresa builds houses for people who
Veglia, president of Habitat for may have jobs, yet their
Humanity.
income is at or below the
The boycott will protest the poverty level. Most of these
lockout of 763 workers at the housing recipients are trying
AE. Staley Manufacturing Co. to raise a family, she added.
in Decatur. The corporation Poverty is defined for those
provides com sweeteners used who have an income of
in Coke and Pepsi products.
$13,000 per year and under.
Veglia said the organization
"Habitat for Humanity
supports workers' rights and serves to provide decent housthat they think those rights ing for those that can't do it
shouldn't be exploited.
themselves," Veglia said.
Habitat for Humanity mem- "Living in inadequate housing
hers say they will refuse to is no way to bring up a family."
purchase Coke or Pepsi prodHousing recipients are able
ucts when on work trips, to pay their down payments by
Veglia said. The group takes working to build other houses,
work trips to visit other com- Veglia said.
munities, spending the day
Both Habitat for Humanity
building and rehabilitating · and the Haiti Connection are
part of the Student Volunteer
homes for the poor.
Veglia said the group also Center in-house program,
prorides meals for workers at Veglia said.

the Haiti Connection, said
that the Newman Catholic
Center was the first campus
organization to join the boycott. The Knights of Columbus
and the Multi-cultural
Student Union might possibly
join as well, he added.
The Haiti Connection is continuing in their efforts to promote the boycott, Hoster said.
Three Haiti Connection memhers went to Springfield
Wednesday to attend a rally in
support of worker's rights.
Hoster said that members
from the unions at Firestone,
Caterpillar and Staley were
there to talk about workers'
rights and to support the
locked-out workers.
He also said theil' phone
protest is taking an interesting turn. The operators seem
to be more knowledgeable
about what the protesters are
talking about, he said.
"That indicates they are getting a lot more calls about the
protest," he added.

AT

OUNGSTOWN
•LAUNDRY FACILITIES
•1,2,3,& 4 BEDROOMS
•24 HR. MAINTENANCE

-CENTRAL AIR
-GARBAGE DISPOSALS
.g MO. LEASES OR 1
YEAR LEASES
•WOODED LOCATION
•PARKING PAID

•SPACIOUS UNITS
-ON SITE MANAGER
•$50 REFERRAL PLAN
-GARBAGE REMOVAL PAID

NOW RENTING
FALL '95 - '96 & SUMMER '95

Cambridge & Nantucket

.t.345-2363
CALL NOW!

When We
Say
We Ad
Match
Competitors
Ads

Walker's
Q4

,WEDO

HOUR WESfSIDE SUPER SA~ -=-~,....-P-.
rices-Effective
-.__.,...,_,cash station now
Friday, April 7th thru
Sunday, April 9th, 1995

100°0 Quality Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Walker's

All Varieties

Jack's

BREAD

PEPSI-COLA

ORIGINAL
PIZZA

~''1'°

1 lb,
Loaves

:

~~'j ·.'~! , ,;: ·: "'"'"'~ .,!
24 Pack
Cans

1 !li!Hl•

12lnch
Size

14 oz.
Bags

Red Baron

Prarie Farms, Sour Cream or

PIZZA

Franco American
Gargoyles, Snookums, or

Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee or

ONION DIP

SPAGHETTI-O'S

MINI RAVIOLI

3,,,._,.l: 1"·· ~ 01l i1

81'$ ..r GI

.\

80~'*1•

Ctns.

Family Pak

FRESH GROUND
BEEF
I

•
"

1····;;

LB.

available at
Eastside and
Westside L0cations

"'"H

,,,..,,,,,~r

2~!'*1
Pkgs.

"'""'

.•.,,;w

~

14.75 oz.
Cans

'"''"

Yoplait

Carl Buddig

CHIPPED
MEATS

.....;;ii'

11

CRUNCH
YOGURT

31S;"l.

15 oz.
Cans

50-oz. Liquid, or
42-oz. Powder

TIDE DETERGENT

S• 1

1

7oz.
Ctns.

• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debtt Cards

SUPER FOODS
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATIOON

(

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER

( EASTSIDE SUPER MARKEU

1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON

960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON

56 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE

)

We're Outa Here!!!

Send a Friend a Farewell Personal...
And Send It In Style!
Choose between two sizes.
Graduation Personals will be in the
Finals Edition of the Dally Eastem News.
Deadline: Wednesday, April 27

Have a
nice life.
Jack

Thelma,
I hope life treats
you well after
graduation.

(lxl)

$3.50

Love, Bertha

(lx2)

$3.50

$5.00 ~

-.. ....

,....._

-

,,,,......

-

........

-

..........

,J""\..

-

-

Fri & Sat 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs 4:30, 7:00

3.00i---...

:~~

.!!!!E'!! ~

A Goof~
MOVIE@l
Fri & Sat 5:00, 6:45, & 8:45 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:00, 3:00
Sun- Thurs. 5:00, 6:45

Bring payment to:
Student
Publications
Office
Buzzard 127

- JURY
DUTY
Pauly

Shore~

All ads must be
in by2 pm OD
April 27th.

-

BABBDYS

{f).a~ PICTURES r.-11

~--------------------(lxl)
(lz2)
~
]
I

Fri & Sat 5:00, 7:15, & 930 Sat & Sun Mar. 2:15
Sun- Thurs, s:oo 7:15

Fri & Sat 4:15, 7:00, & 9:30 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs. 4:15 7:00

$5.00
•

Were Sleeping

MARTIN LAWRENCE
WILL SMITH
~ ~

Fred,

.

SANDRA BULLOCK
While You (EJ

Fri & Sat 5:15, 7:15 , 9:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:15, 3:15
S!A't- Thurs. s:1~. 7:15

--

3BDR,3Person
Economical
Furnished & AC

345-4489
»MWOOD

~21.

~~8~N§~Ave~i~~
AND OPERAT'°Eb

_,.

-,--=............ ............

.............

AT

-

.............

-1-'
.............

.............

TED'S

Make it a 2 1/2
. Pound Pan for
aJ.....~Only $1.00 More!

--

Call for EIU' s
Favorite Pizza!

Additional
toppings only
$1.25 more each.
2nd Pizza only
$3.00 more.

EXPIRES: MAY 20, 1995
GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

348-1626
677 Lincoln
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.Residents asked to donate trash
By JEFF KELLY
Staff writer
Charleston residents can
dump their trash this weekend at four specialized
dumping locations as part of
Charleston's annual Spring
Community Clean Up Saturday.
Pick-up points for the
garbage materials will
include Kiwanis Park, Sister
City Park, Charleston Grain
Elevator, 100 N. Fifth St.,
and Witmer Furniture parking lot, 1400 Lincoln Ave.
Each of the sites will be
open from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.
Hazardous materials such
as tires, paint, cans,
flammable materials and
large appliances will not be
accepted at the dump sites.
Program coordinator Jeff
Finley said the clean-up day
entices Charleston residents
to recycle. The trash collection is in conjunction with
the other Earth Week activities have taken place
throughout the week.
"The spring clean-up used
to be an annual event, until
it was stopped because of
budget constraints," said
Finley, Charleston's economic development officer.
"When Mayor (Dan) Cougill
was elected three years ago,

BUY • SELL • TRADE
Boxes • Sets • Singles • Decks
• Packs • Magazines • Novels
• Players' Gulde • Calendars
CALL, FAX, WRITE or E-MAIL
FOR FREE BROCHURE
Please Specify MAGIC THE GATHERING Brochure

PAUL &.. JUDY'S
COINS &.. CARDS
P.O. Box 409 EIU Arthur, IL 61911
Whlsl./Ret. Showroom: 400 E. Rt.133
Chesteiville {On The Cuive)
8:00-6:00 Mon.-Fr1. 8:00-3:00 Sat.
24 HR PHONE: (217)543-3366
24 HR FAX: (800)500-3117
Internet E-Mail Statlon Code:
pjcc@dial.illinois.net'

it was restarted and we've
been doing it ever since. A
lot of people take advantage
of this (clean-up)."
The Laidlaw trash company, which is giving the city a
special deal for the trash
pickups, will be picking up
all the dumpsters on

Saturday. Last year, 50 large
dumpsters, almost 12 to 15
feet in length, were filled
with trash from the cleanup. He said more trash is
expected this year..
In addition to the Saturday clean up, there will be a
twig and brush pickup on

Monday. Anyone who wishes
to discard branches, twigs or
other lawn growth can leave
the materials by the roadside. The discarded materials may be no longer than 6
feet in length, and no bagged
leaves or grass clippings will
be accepted.

Food services hit with lettuce shortage
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
The recent California floods have
caused a lettuce shortage in Eastern's
food services, said Jody Horn, director of
dining services.
Because of the extensive damage,
California lettuce has quadrupled in price,
said Horn, a home economics instructor.
A case of lettuce purchased by the food
services, containing roughly 24 heads,
usually costs $15. It now costs $55 to $60,
she added.
According to the Chicago Tribune, the
heavy rains and flooding in 39 California

counties killed at least 14 people in March
and left about $2 billion in damage.
The state Food and Agriculture
Department estimated total crop damage
at $360 million. Most of the crop loss
occurred in Monterey County where celery, cauliflower, lettuce and berry fields
were underwater. The lettuce crop suffered the most damage at $67 million,
according to the Chicago Tribune.
Horn said the. dining services have
posted signs informing students of the
shortage.
''We will continue the regular practice
when prices go down," Horn said.
Lettuce is normally offered at lunch

and dinner, but has now been limited to
evep.ing1neals.
·
Amy Johns, a sophomore health studies
major and Taylor Hall resident, said
many people eat salad when dining service doesn't have anything to eat that they
prefer.
''We pay for each meal and we should be
able to eat something," she said.
Caylee Anderson, a sophomore elementary education major and Lawson Hall
resident, also thinks the shortage is frustrating
"I can understand that (the lettuce) is
expensive, but it's frustrating because I
·
don't eat much meat."

/;;°$~·<

Present Your Eastern Illinois
Univ. I.D. card and get your
second set of prints for only

~~®®

with

~~:.

·· ..--...

1 Hour Photo

TRY OUR "NEW"
CHICKEN
SANDWICH

WALMART. SUPERCENTER
Mattoon, IL (217) 235-6773

$269

'De[-ta Ze-ta

.weekend at.. ··~

.-;,.~

'I

-

•

-

·.;.'!flo'·':'-

Proud~ antwunces it's

Gotcha!

new
Members ofSpring 1995

'Trista Cfzaropa
'Danie[fe :J-{unt
.9lnna Mayer
'l(aren AfcCann

'Dyan Sh£p/1£rrf
.fJLmie 'Tor6ert
Jamie 'Tor6ert
Cortney 'Wo66

Love, your Sisters
\

.

Happy 20th 6-Day
Khri5ti! Love,
6ec;c;ah, Matt,
and Michelle

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a

PICTURE. AND MESSAGE

The Dally Eastem News

SATURDAY, APRIL 22ND
11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

HIGH NOON CLUB
$3.00 Pitchers of
~i. Killians, Bud Lt. & Miller Lt.
$1.50 Bloody Mary's
· .,-,~; -~~.~50 ~crew Drivers :· .,~}

JI~-. ~~~i~\
\r,~
WHAT YOU '\ • 1<
~_ LIKE AT IKE'S'~~~- ··-~~··
t ... ..........

.. .,JI'!....

.t"f'lf·.... , ..~f"t;.~~ .•• :.~ .. t_.. .... -
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Show choir to . perform
By.MELISSA MCCLAIN
Activities editor

7:30 p.m. Friday in Dvorak
Hall of the Fine Arts
Building. The performance is
The Collegians, Eastern's being conducted as part of
show choir, will have its last Celebration '95: A Festival· of
performance of the year the Arts.
.
Friday with a show featuring
Tickets will be sold at the
popular cartoon themes.
door. They cost $3 for the
"(The concert is called) public and $2 for students
Tuneful Tunes, and will fea- and seniors citizens.
ture songs performed with
The Collegians will per~
various cartoon themes, such form Broadway music with
as 'Tlie Flintstones' and 'The individual members performWizard of Oz,"' said Bob ing solos. Selections of the
Hills, associate professor of performance include rock
music at Eastern.
music selections such as
"This is our final concert of "Gimme Some Lovin," by the
the year and we will perform Spencer Davis Group and
old favorite songs, and some . "Higher and Higher," by Rita
new things," Hills said.
Collige as well as a hit song
The performance will be at from the movie "Sleepless in

Seattle" called ''A Wink and a
Smile/' Hills said.
Th~ concertwill.also :fea~
.ture 1940s Big Band Jazz
music, Hills said:
This year's concert is CO"
sponsored by Broadway
Bazaar Costumes of Mattoon,
who will be providing the
Collegians with cartoon costumes.
The Collegians show choir
features 24 students who
wear costumes and are
accompanied by .a sevenpiece instrumental group
consisting of two trumpet
· players, one saxophone player, one electric bass player,
two percussionists and one
keyboardist, Hills said .

Honors Program
to present awards
Awards will be presented · counselor at Eastern. "The
to students and faculty recipients of the scholarships
Saturday at Eastern's Hon- must be in good standing in
ors Program ceremony.
the university honors proThe awards ceremony will gram.. Freshman must have
begin at 2 p.m. Saturday in a 3.0 (grade point average),
·the Roberson Auditorium of sophomores a 3.2, juniors a
Lumpkin Hall. A reception 3.4, and seniors a 3.5 in order
will follow the ceremony at 3 to graduate with honors."
p.m. at the Dudley House,
Barbara Hill, vice presi895 Seventh St.
dent for academic affairs, will ·
"Approximately 56 seniors present graduating seniors
will be recognized and 21 that have honors a token of
scholarships will be awarded appreciation from the Honors
to continuing students at the Programs.
ceremony," said Margaret
-Staffreport
Messer, honors program

.BJVJ~qt materials taken from Old Main classroom
~:

~~L)l)

April 11 with materials for an outdoor
class project. With threatening rain, she
told them to leave their materials in
Room 309 to be used another day,
Jcian Henn, associate professor of accordingapolicereport.
mathematics, reported to police that
One box and several bags were filled
about $195 worth of class project mate- with 74 packages of macaroni, beans
rials were stolen from Room 309 of Old and food coloring; 10 bottles of rubbing
Main;
alcohol; nine boxes of zip-lock bags; two
Henn said students came. to class markers; and five newspapers.
·
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UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
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i In Conjunction with
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In other police reports Thursday:
• Rodney Allott, 19, of 153 Thoma~
Hall, told police that $676 worth o:
items were stolen from his car betweel!
12:22 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. April 13[
Allott said his vehicle was in parking loj
N when the property was taken.
The items stolen were an AM/FM/CIJ
stereo radio; a cellular car phone; a C:E
radio; and two compact disks.
·

,> . . . ..

[f>O ~@~~[}{] O@
Adapted by E.T. Guidotti

According to the report, Henn
returned to the classroom April 12 and
found everything missing.
Henn told police the classroom is
always locked from 4 to 6 p.m. every
day. The report said keys to the room
are kept in the desk drawer of Room
310.
The classroom is also kept unlocked
from 6 to 9:30 p.m. every day.

Softball_ _ _ _ _ _ __
of focus.
"All of our pitchers are
even (.500) or better and
that's a positive first step,"
Perine said. ".I think that's a
confidence builder. There
have been games where our
pitchers have thrown extremely well and we haven't
gotten the win, but that happens.
"Offensively, we work very
hard at hitting. Between
games Wednesday (at Butler)
that's all we did. We scored
six runs in the first game and
they (players) knew I wasn't
pleased. So for 15 minutes,
all we did was hit."
While vowing to concen-

f From Page 12A
bill with Butler, the Panthers'
pitching staff was led by
senior Coli Turley (9-6, 2.61
ERA), Missy Porzel (8-8, 2.71)
and Mandy White (4-5, 2.81).
Both Porzel and White picked
up victories in the doubleheader sweep of Butler.
"We're really going to key
in on the UMKC games first,"
Perine said. "We're not taking
UMKC for granted in any
way, shape or form."
Pitching continues to be a
form of confidence for the
Panthers, according to Perine. But she also said that
hitting has been a major area

trate on the Saturday contests with UMKC first, Perine said that come Sunday's
doubleheader with Western,
her squad will be more prepared.
"There were some things
that happened last weekend
(against Western) that have
created some feelings on both
sides," Perine said. "So we're
going to key in on playing
good ball this whole weekend.
"We saw some things Wednesday, even though we won
big, that we feel we need to
work on in practice. If we get
those things ironed out, I'm
very confident we have the
chance to do extremely well."

leekends Are M1d.e for
LUNCH &

DINNER

HUGE Stuf':fed Potato (Choice of Toppings)
w/ Garden Salad $3 95
~hiie T h e y L a s t ! !

DRINK SPECIALS

MillerLite & Bud Light Drafts
Bar Rail Drinks ' .225
straw~m:H'!i.q~~ ,ml!l:s!W~ ~nlr ,

$)!0

er
pia.. ::r.l.S.
If you:re planning to be in the St. Louis area
this summer, stop by Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville for a few.,..--~--credit hours, that is.

RITA ~~
HOMERUN.

SIUE offers more than '.6!iU· t··
courses - from Accounting 'to)"; '.· ·
Zoology - in more than 60 areas
of study, so chances are you'll find a
course that fits your academic needs.

WITH THESE
WEEKEND
SPECIALS AT

JEllYtS PIZZA
&:PUB

SIUE offers day or night classes ranging in

~~-

length from one week to eight weeks. and
meeting at a variety of sites - including local
comm1ulity •C()lleges•.St. Louis, even Australia
- so chances are. you'll find a class that fits

coRNER OF 4TH &.. LINCOLN

345-2844

your~.

DELIVERY NOON TO CLOSE

r.--------------.----------------------------------,
! Lg. Single Ingredient I

:Lg. Two Ingredient

!Pizza
&.. Qt. of Coke
I
I

! P.izza &.. nt
of Coke
~·
I

1

s92 i

l

II
I

s79s l

! Exp. 4/28/95
I
L-----------------------~------------------------~
r;-----------------------,------------------------,
1Sm.
Single Ingredient
.• Sm. Two Ingredient
1
I

Exp. 4/28/95

! Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
I
s59s :
S69 I

!Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke

II
- I Exp. 4/28/95

I

1 ·

: Exp. 4/28/95
I
L-----------------------~------------------------~
00

Two large Single Ingredient Pizzas

$16

And SIUE's tuition is among the most affordable in the region, so chances are you'll
find a class that fits your budget.
No More Qual'tent

SIDE is on a semester calendar, so your credit hours will transfer nicely.

To.leam QlOre about how to fit SlUB into your summer plans, call (618) 692-2075
and ask for a Summer Class Scl.Jedule. Cd now! Applkatkm •DeadJlne- May 1
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Standing tall
Statue dedication to be held
at 3 p.m. today at Lantz Gym
By SHANNON HILL
Staff writer

A statue of a female basketball player will be
unveiled at 3 p.m. today near the north entrance of
he Lantz Building, in honor of women athletes of
Eastern Illinois.
-The statue is being donated by former Eastern
ice President Glenn Williams and his wife Joan.
The statue is "A tribute to the women of Eastern,
past, present and future," Glenn Williams said in a
press release.
The statue, titled "Challenged to Excellence", is a
10-foot tall female bronze statue that bears the number offormer Lady Panther Nancy Kassebaum.
Kassebaum played both basketball and softball for
Eastern from 1979-83. She is Eastern's career leader
in scoring, assists Brnd steals for the Lady Panther
basketball team and is also fourth on the career hitting list for Eastern's softball team. She was an AllAmerican in both sports.
The statue is not identical to Kassebaum's likeness, however, the Williams wanted her playing number, 13, to be displayed on the statue. ·
"This is a long-range dream that my wife and I
had, and an entirely fitting tribute for the contribution women have made to EIU," Williams said.
- Both Williams and his wife currently reside in
Colorado Sprin_gs, Colo., and will be attending the
ceremony,
Sculptor -Denny Haskew of Loveland, Colo., was
asked to create the statue-by the Williamses in 1993.
In 1991, Haskew was named Indian Artist of the
~ear by the Indian Arts and Crafts Association. His
.1>tatue for Eastern was featured in the "Art of the
West" magazine.
Bobbie Hilke, assistant to the Vice President; institutional advancement, said the statue was beautifully done.
"The statue is a, fre~endous piece of Art," Hilke
aid;:"ff<f hq,ae''th'at the' Stu~~p;t.s~as well as ·the ~q~'fitti" ·
nity will 'I~ happy that '§ti~h a piece of art fif being
displayed, and that no one would disfigure the statue."

Jordan, Bulls pound
Hill, Detroit, 120-105
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael thunderous slam, made a short
Jordan seemed to have fun at bank shot at the end of a 360the United Center for the first degree spin move in the lane,
time, putting on a dunking and beat rookie Grant Hill down the
dishing display Thursday. as the court for a fast-break jam and
Chicago Bulls defeated the converted a three-point play on
Detroit Pistons 120-105.
an aggressive drive.
Jordan, who has said he hates
He also used look-away passes
the new arena in comparison to to set up two baskets by Will
old Chicago Stadium, still miss- Perdue and one each by Scottie
ed more shots (10) than he made Pippen and Toni Kukoc.
(8) for the seventh time in seven
Pippen led the Bulls with 20
home games since coming out of points and nine assists and rookie Dickey Simpkins had a careerretirement.
But he did have 17 points, high 16 points.
eight rebounds and seven assists
Terry Mills scored 26 points
in 27 minutes. And numbers and Hill had 20 points and 15
didn't really tell the story as rebounds for the Pistons, who
Jordan led the Bulls to their have lost six of seven games as
11th victory in 12 games in what they near . the end of another
was little more than a warmup poor season.
for the playoffs.
The Buechler-to-Jordan alleyHe had a two-handed toma- oop highlighted a 21-6 first-half
hawk dunk in the first quarter run that gave the Bulls the lead
and a soaring, one-handed jam for good.
Behind Mills and Hill, Detroit
on an alley-oop pass from Jud
Buechler in the second. And he battled back to 70-68 in the
really put on a show in the third third period. But Jordan h·a d
period, when Chicago broke five points and three assists as
Chicago closed the quarter With
open the game.
Jordan drove the lane for a a 21-8 surge.

Cards top Jays, 3-1
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)- second 'on a throw to the•plate.
Brian Jordan singled in two runs Jordan then stole third and
and 8cored another to lead the St. scored on a sacrifice fly by 'Ibdd .
Louis Cardinals past the 'Ibronto Zelle.
'Ibronto got its run in the fifth ·
Blue Jays 3-1 Thursday.
The Cardinals ·scored all their when Alex Gonzalez singled, stole '
runs in the third inning off second and scored on a two-out A
1
starter.Al Leiter. Geronimo Pena single by Devon White.
Q,arQ._ip.als_.starter
Vic.ente
hjt ~P~-~-r~t -~fJ1iS. ·-~~Q ~o:ubles
wiili one out,anclreached third on Pafaclbs gave up two hits in four
scoreless innings to pick up the
an Ozzie Smith single.
Smith stole second and Jordan win. Pena, Smith and Toronto's
drove both runners home, taking Shawn Green each had two hits.

Track teams ·at Indiana State Invitational Saturday
By.CHET PIOTROWSKI
Staff writer

Eastern's track teams take to the
road for a second straight weekend
meet. The Panthers will be competing
in the Indiana State Invitational, in
Terre Haute, lild.
According to head men's coach Tom
Akers, Illinois State Univeraity, ·Butler
University, Rose-Hulman University
and Bradley University will be teams
participating in the meet.
On the. women's side, Southern

!'

Illinois University and Western Mich- weekend . .Also, Nate Shaffer will be time of14.74 minutes.
"It was very well deserved," Mcrested by only competing the 800igan Universitywillbe competing.
lilerney said. "Things have been com"It is going to be some good competi- meterrun.
tion," Akers said. ''We've seen Illinois • Eastern sprinter and hurdler Kala ing around for her. She is getting more
Scott has been named Mid-Continent focused as the season has been going
State quite a bit this year.
on."
"We're just hoping to get some Athlete of the Week~
Her distances in the triple jump and
At the University of Illinois Spring
decent weather. We're hoping to get
some more season bests and personal Sports Festival, Scott won the triple times in the 100 and 400-meter hur. jump with a leap of 39 feet, 7 1/4 inch- dles are personal bests. Scott's -triple
bests."
.Coach John Mcinerney said the es and finished third in the longjump jump and long jump distances; comteam will be without its distance with a leap of 18 feet , 6 3/4 inches. ·. bined with the 100-meter hurdles
threats of Justin Weiss and Dave Also, Scott took third in the 400 hur- times, ate the best ·distances and times
LeWis. They will be rested as a result dles with a time of 1:03.88 minutes and posted thus far in the outdoor season
of their good performances the past fifth in the 100-meter hurdles with a in the Mid-Con.

Carolina consid~rs draft strategy
NEW YORK(AP) ,..,. Bill Polian should be in an
enviable position.
. As the gener~l manager of the Carolina'
Panthers, he h as the first pick in Saturday's NFL
draft to use or barter
he sees fit.
~-.
This year, however, it's questionable how enviable that position is.
If Carolina weren't a first•year expansion team,
the pick would be easy- Ki-Jana Carter, the Penn
State running back who may be the best prospect
at his position since O.J. Simpson. But by 2000,
when Carolina will be ready to contend, Carter
may be too beat up to help after playing behind ari
expansion offensive line.
So Polian, who as Buffalo's GM was often at the
!Ow end of the first. round, has made no move to
sign Carter, waiting for someone to tempt him
with extra draft picks so he can take a quarterback, preferably Kerry Collins, Carter's Penn
State teammate.
.
So he has been talking trade with Washington
and Minnesota, among others, and even his old
friend Mary Levy has calleQ. from Buffalo. .·
"I assume at this time of year, Marv didn't just
want to talk about old tim~," Polian said Friday. This is a draft where offensive players dominate, particularly offensive linemen, quarterbacks
apd tight ends. It's also-a draft for' teams to fill

as
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Bean could swap picks,.
improve draft.position
·

needs; free agency after four years no longer gives
teams time to develop "the best available athlete."
The draft will start with an elite group; two _- · CHICAGO (AP) - As Dave Wannstedt r ebuilds the;
named K. Carter: Ki-Jana and Florida defensive Chicago Bears, it might be tempting to pa ckage the
end Kevin.
team's draft· picks - five selections in the first 87 ~
The others at the top should be offensive tackle move up from No. 21, let go of a future first~round i
'Ibny Boselli of Southern Cal, almost sure to go to .choice and try to get a top player in this year's NFL
Jacksonville, the other expansion team, with the draft.
second overall pick; Alcorn State quarterback
"The selfish thing to do would say, 'Let's just try to ·
Steve McNair, perhaps slated for Houston at No. . get one player.' (But) we're just going into our third'
3; Miami defensive tackle Warren Sapp, Collins year of this thing and we. have a lot of needs, a lot ofi
and Colorado wide receiver Michael Westbrook, n eeds to fill," Wa nnstedt said looking to the two-dayi
with Michigan running back Tyrone Wheatley not draft beginning Saturday.
.
•
far behind.
"From a team standpoint we've got to get some good;
There's also a premium on pass rushers, everi young talent.. Is the . one player there who could make)
undersi:ied ones like Mike Mamula of Boston . that difference? I don't know," he said.
!
College and Hugh Douglas of Central State in
"If you want to package up your whole draft and tryJ
Ohio. Mamula, who weighed just 237 pounds at to get up to the top, then you're talking that. But i~
the NFL Scoutin g · Combine, is moving up so you're not in that spot I really don't believe there is onei
quickly he might be the first overall pick if th e guy who would make more of ari impact on our football
draft were held a morith from now.
;, team than .having two .or three guys possibly who could
. Yet despite the consensus that Ki-Jana Carter come fu :and contribute next year. You hope one or two
is No. 1, Carolina.would reallylike ;to trade dow:Q. of those guys you · sign turn into the major pick.!? The ·
and take Collins, a big, strong-armed and
Bea.rs, who made the playoff§!..last season, have one .
quarterback. The shelf life of ninning backs i$ . first-round selection and two each In the second (52nd ,
short, 6-8 years if injuries are avoided, while
and 56th) and third (83rd and 87th) rounds> They got
young quarterback coµ!d learn iri Carolina behind the extra pickS from Miami in a trade for defensive erid ·
Frank Reich .
·
; _i . Trac~ Armstrong.
_
__
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Double-double
Softball team on road for two
consecutive leagu e twinbills
standing that we can beat
Western. All we have to do,
really, is hit the ball the way
Eastern's softball Pan- we've been hitting it lately."
thers, holding a 23-19 record
The Panthers' record ag(6-2 in the Mid-Continent ainst the Westerwinds this
Conference), will travel to the season is 1-2. Eastern won
University of Missouri at their season opener against
Kansas City and Western WIU in early March, but
Illinois this weekend for con- dropped both ends of a douference doubleheaders.
bleheader to them last weekThe Panthers have posted end.
wins in five of their last six
Perine said that her club is
contests.
making strides in the right
Head coach Beth Perine direction, but mostly on the
said that this weekend's offensive end.
games will be important in
"We're where we want to
the conference playoff race. be offensively," Perine said.
Only the top two teams in "Now we have to put it toeach division of the Mid-Con gether defensively. Our pitchadvance to post-season play.
ers are throwing well."
"Only the top two teams
Perine said that she and
get in (the playoffs)," Perine the team are excited about
said. "So we really need to the fact that all three of
focus in on UMKC and get Eastern's pitchers have
those two wins.
earned run averages of under
"Then on Saturday night 3.00.
we'll just be gearing ourBefore Wednesday's twinselves, refocusing and under- t See SOFTBALL Page 1OA

By MATT ERICKSON
StaffWrtter

JoANNE CLARK/Staff photographer
Emily Starkey closes her eyes and prepares to powtd a pitch during Ea.stem's game
against University ofMissouri-Kansas City Swtday at WUliams Field.

It's settled; fourth finalist likes to mediate
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor

The fourth of five candidates interviewed for the position of associate
athl etic director/senior women;s
administrator believes that if she is
chosen for the position, she would be
an effective "mediator."
Barbara Bickford, the associate athletic director and senior women's
administrator at Brandeis (Mass.)
University, said that her leadership

qualities would bring a positive aspect
to Eastem's athletic department.
"My greatest strength, myself, is
that I'm a very competitive person,"
Bickford said. "I see myself as a role
model."
Bickford added that she would like
to see herself as a liaison between
coaches and athletes if any academic
difficulties arise.
"I want our student-athletes to be
the best they can be," Bickford said. "I
want to work with the coaches in

aseball Panthers to do
attle with Chicago State
is in our hands, but we're just
concerned about this weekend," Schmitz said. -We're
excited t.o be at home - where
we've done Vf1l.7 well this season.
"'Eight orour Jaat 10 conference games are here and
we've got t.o tab advantage of
being at home..
East.em, whicb.jmt finished
3-3 on a aiz..pme road trip, ia
11-2 at MmU8r tbia 181180D.

The Cougars (12-18, 6-9)
eame in lmm'8 ~tour of their
Jan five ...,.., and have 1aet
• of their la9t ailht in the
Yid,.Ccm..

8chmiU ..W juniore Beau

S.Wand.Jim ~will lliart

tomorrow.1• gamee. Junior
rightbander Brian Neal wl

..._.Sa,,.,._aw...,..

.... rilhV Qbrie llaU ~

'lbs P.u* aw, th.Jch, will
.,a cm tlae
Leatheraedr.e tma weekend.
Weatero- 14-12-1. 8-4) is at
definite~ i8ep •

Val~tWaf~-came

~Tiie ~~com-

tand

that."
Bickford attended the University of
Wisconsin at Parkside on a full scholarship, where she ran cross country
and track. After receiving a bachelor's
degree in organizational communication from Parkside, she earned her
master's degree in a.ports management. Bickford has held her current
post at Brandeis since July of 1990.
Bickford discussed a few ideas she
would like to implement if chosen for
the position. One of those ideas is hav-

ing the athletes perform some type of
community service - something that is
done with the athletes at Brandeis.
"Forcing (th~ athletes) to give something gives them something back in
return," Bickford said. "We've been
bringing the community in (to our
sporting events) through community
service efforts."
Bickford explained that some of the
services the athletes perform in tl;ie
community include helping out at
soup kitchens and animal shelters.

Golf club memberships not
uncommon at other schools
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor

At least two Illinois universities offer some
type of country or health club membership
package to their athletic personnel - a package
similar to what the Eastern athletic department decided not to pursue last Thursday as a
result of public concern.
Officials at the University of Illinois and
DePaul University disclosed that athletic personnel at their respective schools take advantage of such memberships.
Kent Brown, the assistant sports information director at Illinois, not only explained that
athletic personnel receive golf memberships to
Champaign's Lincolnshire Golf Club, but said
that it's included in a "package" when hired.
"It's part of a benefits package of being the
head coach," Brown said. "We have to try and
make the jobs attractive as possible."
Brown added that the memberships are not
paid by taxpayer funds, but through monies
received froni ticket receipts and broadcasts by
radio and t.elevision stations.
"We get all of our money from ticket sales
and rights fees from TV and radio rights,"
Brown said. "It's how we generate income."
~!11 Bradshaw, athletic director at DePaul,
said that the department provides a health
club member ship instead of a golf membership, because personnel would have to drive a
considerable disiaBee iG ~ :tfte nearest~

''T
.L t's part of a benefits package of being
the h ead coach. We
have to make thejobs
attractive as possib'le."
-Kent Brown
assistant S.l.D.
University of Illinois
"It takes at least an hour," said Bradshaw in
reference to the driving time to the nearest
course. "In a practical sense, (we don't) pursue
that."
But Mike Trude, director of athletics and
marketing for Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, said that his school does not offer
any such type of membership for its department personnel.
"No coach is a member of the country chili,
and if they are, they pay for it out of their own
pocket," Trude said. 'Tm positive of that.
"(Athletic director) Jim (Hart) does not
belong and the coaching staff does not belong
~a 00\Hltr',y ~ ~e head,coaches are more
interested in their sport than playing golf"

By KAREN WOLTlcN

Irises bloom in brilliant
blues and yellows to his left.
His sleeping chambers lie
one dimensional, stretched
out before him like a rainbow. Memories of his twoear years speckle the driver's side doors. His severed
ear lingers in his rear view
mirror.
It's too bad Vincent Van
Gogh didn't live long enough to take a spin in such
motley style. Six themes, all
inspired by his 19th-century
art, surround the once silver
sedan parked beneath a
turquoise tarp outside the
Doudna Fine Arts Building.
"I think it's something different," said Julie Morton, a
fre$hman undecided major.
"rt's not like your usual art
project. It exposes us to
something we normally
wouldn't do."
Morton, who is in charge
of recreating a Van Gogh
self portrait, is one of over
100 introduction to art students who are dressing up
the once luxury Lincoln Van
Gogh-style for this weekend's Celebration: A Festival of the Arts.
The car, towed from a
salvage yard in Mattoon, is
an assignment for the sixsecti o·n class. Students
were required to write a
paper on an artist and later
paint his or her work on sixi nch cars earlier in the
semester. The best theme
was picked from the bunch
to be applied to an actual
car.
The Lincoln was towed to
'.a

r .......... •

r

Eastern and penciled into a
grid. Spaces were then
rationed out for the students
to paint.
"It's not some kind of
loose interpretation," said
Brian Rupe, a graduate
assistant in the art department who teaches one of
the sections. "It's not a free
for all."
Van Gogh's "Irises" line
the passenger doors, "Night
Cafe" lights up the back,
"Van Gogh's Bedroom"
spreads across the hood, a
"Starry Night" hovers over
the roof, "Sunflowers" spin
on the wheels, "Black
Crows Over A Wheat Field"
grow over the driver's side
and Van Gogh's self par-traits peek out the driver's
side windows.
Various three-dimensional
objects, including a paper
mache version of Van
Gogh's ear, a cypress tree
and a windmill will be
applied to the car before its
completion Sunday.
Van Gogh, born in 1853,
was a· Dutch expressionist
who spent most of his creative years in Aries, a village in Southern France.
After an argument with
artist-friend Paul Gauguin,
Van Gogh, suffering from a
mental disorder, cut off part
of his ear and sent it to a
prostitute. In 1890, Van
Gogh died from a selfinflicted bullet wound.
The Van Gogh project
was inspired by "Wild
Wheels," a PBS video produced by Harold Bank, featuring interviews with theme
car owners from across the
country. Some
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Van Gogh
and friends
hit the streets

in style
cars are lined in blinking
light bulbs. Others sprout
grass from all sides.
"There's no limit to the
way people can do it," Rupe
said.
"A lot of them we call outside artists (artists with no
formal training)," said
Katherine Bartel, an assistant professor of art who
also teaches a section of
the introduction class. ''Cars
become an ongoing work of
art in their lives."
"Wild Wheels'' will be
shown at 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Saturday and
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
Booth Library lecture

hall.
A stuffed \Ian Gogh wm
take the wheel this weekend with three of his models
congregating in the passenger seats, all of them fighting off the predicted wind,
rain and cold weather.
''The weather has been a
challenge," Bartel said.
"We're used to that for Celebration."
So what happens to the
art students' wild wheels
after Celebration? The
transformed silver Lincoln
will bring Mattoon's salvage
yard to life with irises, sunflowers and Van Gogh's ear.

How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?
Tonight
• The Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
• The Collegians will perform a free concert at
7 :30 p .m . in the Dvorak Concert Hall ofthe
Doudna Fine Arts Building.
• Pinocchio will be performed at 7 p.m. on the
Mainstage Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Building.
~attirday
..,. The. Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
10 a.m. to 4p,m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. of the Tarble Arts Center.
•Pinocchio will be performed at 7 p.m. on the
Mainstage Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Building.
'

Sunday
• The Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from 1

p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center,
• Pinocchio will be performed at 2 p.m. on the
Mainstage Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Building.

Tuesday
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center. Rossi will
present a free slide lecture at 7 p.m. in Tarble.

Wednesday
•Neil Simon's Last of the Red Hot Lovers will be
performed at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 for students
and $3 for the general public.
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center. ··

Thursday
• A free slide lecture about art from the Great
Depression will be shown at 7 p.m. in the Tarble
Arts Center.
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit will·be open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
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"Because the weekends
were made for Stu's" ,.

Weekend Specia/6:
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If You're Tired
of Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
TRY WHAT'S COOKIN' NEXT TIME.
We fix it to order &even put it on a real plate.
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_You'd prefer Hum's
'Astronaut'

: Big .Jake's Carpet Cleaning :
•
clean your carpet before .you-leave · .•

By MIKE MEYER
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· distortion (much like Helmet's Amphetamine Reptile
In the past year, Central work) , Hum's new material
Illinois has gained consider- comes matured with easily
able attention through a sur- understandable scream-less
prising source: its music vocals, glitzy space-oriented
scene.
instrumental effects, wellMore specifically, Cham~ timed .song structuring and
paign~based rock is what has
brainy guitar fluidness
been touted and sought~after instead o f adolescent rauby numerous mainstream cousness,
music outlets. This is most
Most surprising are the
evident in ~the:,sudden handful -.tracks · "The Very Old Man "
· · ... ··:~ '" iifi.~it:·: .. _.. ,<iiek·i:tl~:1:id;~ i· ~:"<i~nd· "Songs of Farewell and
· cont
wi~~~?'f- Dep·a ·r ture." Each portray
· lIJor I
· ·s. Mehthol Hum at its softest; the songs,
ormedy known as Mothe r) almost compassion-based in
signed with Capitol , Hard- lyrical c;:onsistency, drift out
vark signed with Geffen and hazily and subtly. Singer-guiHum signed with RCA.
tarist Matt Talfrott dwells in
Hum is the :.'first of these inward~focused emotion, at
groups to fulfill its contract times softly releasing themes
requirements and release a of previously missing commajor-label CD,
fort: "Another drink my love
Titled "You'd Pref er An and make it tall e nough so I
A stronaut , " Hum ' s n e w canstand onitand.see."
album glows with credible
However, not every track
p e rsonality. While keeping is kind as "The Pod," "Stars"
much of the sarrie noise- and "I'd Like Your Hair
based thrash rock instinct Long" de monstrate . As statfrom its first two indepe n - e d above, Hum has kept a
dent albums (" Fillet Show " segme nt of its focus in the
a nd _'' Electr:'!,.:?.,Q,9,0,.'.;J, J-:luw~ nri>ise :$·:enrey.:~d<•t,hes~·.:a:~ e::
br·~p che'5Zc:~~4t.~,with.~.,.~'t hts., tl;i-e fu~iou$'.~xampfes . "'Ftie·
release and adds professional songs are thick with fuzzy
quality that only major-label power-chord monotony ,
funding could have con- catchy vocals and s hrapnel
tributed.
drumming . All ar e . r a dio
Recorded by Ke ith Clever- ready , and a ll are memorable
sle y (wh o h as worked wit h anthems.
Flami ng Lips a nd Me r c ury
The most triumph a nt of ·
Rev) , "Astronaut" shows an the bunch is "I'd Like Your
overtly clarity-oriented Hurn. Hair Long. " In lyric and in
Whereas past albums c on- instrume nt, the song attacks
centrate on re petitive guitar shame lessly - its violence
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Come to Friends lit Co•
& The DU:n~eon for the best
local & national live niusic·
acoustic, jazz, folk, blues, and punk-

Soinetiines free- soinetiines loud·always hip

enforced with ombastic guit a r s and sci e nce - fiction
"spa ce oddity" vocals : "I ' d
like your face gone and in its
plaue. the s un/ And I will be
an"astronaut:-" relea.se of
With the
"Astronaut, " Hum shows an
aged and refine d depth that
h as lacked on previous
ahlbums . Wdith this grhowth a.nd
t e ope n o_or to. t e ma1~
strea m roc k a udi e n ~e (~1 a
RCA), Hum can ta ke its first
small step towar.d succe~s .
If ~he album is any ~m~ at
what s to come , Hums first
step may be a gia nt one.

l>ELIVER:
JC>~-~
11AM-2AM,
CHARLESTON.

345-1075
-------

OUR MOM .WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S !
© COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.

__ ._,_1 _ 1_ 1_1 _

2BDR,2Person
Furnishe d & A C
Low Utilitie s

SSUES"
ic Lecture
by
Mrs. Suzanne Cowin-Miller CSB
Boca Raton, Florida

345-4489
JWWOOD

MONDAY, AP R IL 2 4

Ontu.°'21

7:00p._m .
Stix Restaurant
1412 Fourth Street - North Entrance
Sponsored by
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Charleston, Illinois
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So What About Champaign!

come to
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2100 Broadway
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Rossi's
Coup

Rossi's
Pot Luck - A Family History

Rossi-roni
Artist brings her Windy
City treat to Eastern
By DANIELLE LAFAYETTE

Internationally known Chicago artist, Barbara Rossi will be
visiting Eastern for the Tarble
Arts Center Spring Fifth Grade
Art Enrichment Program.
"Rossi's work is one of various polarities," said David
McCracken in a press release.

He also said Rossi's smooth,
flat application of color is
countered by the fluid line that
describes her figures and
forms.
McCracken said although
Rossi's works are abstracts,
they contain enough information to provide, through form
and gesture, an essence of nar-

uor

t

The cast _o f Stupid Marco

Play does it
Gump style
By BROOKE WALKER

"Stupid is as stupid does" doesn't apply only to Forrest
Gump. It works for princes too.
~arco, the not so bright hero of the children's play "Stupid

rative. He added that the sense
of spirituality is often balanced
by humor or irony.
An exhibition of paintings,
etching, and lithographs by
Rossi will be on display Friday
through June 4 at the Tarble
Arts Center.
Rossi's art has been compared to diverse art forms,
such as, Celtic illuminations,
Malwa paintings from India,
and the late work of Fernand
Leger.
Rossi has a masters in fine
arts from the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. She is
represented by Phyllis Kind
Gallery in Chicago and New
York City.
A retrospective of her work
was presented by the Renais-

sance Society of the University
of Chicago in 1991.
Rossi's works can be seen at
the Art Institute of Chicago,
Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden/Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C., and
the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City. Her
art has also toured internationally.
Rossi, in addition to her art,
teaches at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago_, and
recently created a major exhibition focusing on Indian art.
Rossi will also present a
slide lecture about her art at
the Tarble Arts Center on at 7
p.m. April 25. Admission is
free to the exhibition and the
lecture.

Marco," breaks the stereotype of traditional fairy tale princes by
whistling loudly rather than jousting, said Jean Wolski, who
adapted the fairy tale to the stage for this weekend's Celebration of the Arts.
"(Marco) is a prince that isn't good at doing what princes are
supposed to do, but he's got other virtues and he's able to use
his strengths to achieve his goals," said Wolski, who directs the
play.
Wobki s~<! sh£, chose _t9 adapt "Stupid Marco" because of
the messag~ semis
.
A"l/Jllil'
''ft emplTaiizes~in~r sttetiglns r.,-:~or.rt&t~out
our weaknesses," Wolski said.
The play is about Marco's search for a princess, whom he
must rescue in order to become king.
During his quest for a princess, Marco runs into various
obstacles such as his evil cousin Bartholomew. When Marco
finds himself in a bind, he asks the audience for advice.
The play involves a lot of interaction between the audience
members and the cast, Wolski said, which will make the play
more interesting to children.
Michelle Butler, a senior theater arts major who will play the
princess, said ~hat the cast is required to improvise because of
the audience participation.
"Kids are going to say anything," Butler said. "Whatever they
say goes because we want to make tile kids happy."
At one point, Marco will ask the audience to suggest what he
should pack for his trip.
Butler said during rehearsals the cast will shout out strange
items for Marco to put into his backpack so that Christoph~r
Ham, who plays Marco, can get used to reacting to different
audience responses.
The cast is comprised of the students in Wolski's Child
Drama class. Each student will portray a different character in
"Stupid Marco."
Since the play is a class project, the students are responsible
for creating the set, props and costumes.
"Stupid Marco" will be performed Sunday at 11:30 a.m., 1
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Saturday and at 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
in the Studio Theater of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Admission is $2.

calendar
TODAY

Chorus
By 8RfIT CARSON
~

clasmcal oomposftkri ~well
The 010rus and Orchestra
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Dvo
Building.
Director of Otoral Activities,
"Generally we have a rather
mances since people like to h
many singers and instrumen ·
Snyder, who has conducted a

Eastern.
The chorus is a combination

cWlts; $3 for seniors and childn!n and $2 for sti.dents.
SAllJRDAY
• 10 a.m.: Art Booths open 00 s. Sewnth St
• 11 a.m.: Food Booths open 00 s. Seventh St; the fJU Jazz Canbo wil
door Stage; the Junkanoo wl8 be performed In frmt of Dcu:lna.

• 11:30 a.m.: Stupid Mara> will be performed tn the Sbdo of Dou:ba. Tackets
• 11:30 a.m.: Food Booths open 00 s. Sewnth St.
• Noon: The lntenational fair will be displayed In Buzzmd Bulk:lqi 1hrough 5 p.
Neem The ElU Jazz Combo will perform oo the Ouldoor Stage, the chaikanoo, a Caribbean ea.as Brothers wil perform oo the 0*1oor Stage; Celtic Croas Pipes wl pert<Jrdl
dance,,. be performed in frmt of the Dcu:lna Ane Arts Buikling.
St

• t ~ Bard and OlOl'lB clinics will be hekl In the Ducrak Concert HaB.

• 1 p.m.: Stupid Man:.o wl be perfonued at In the Studio of Dotdna; Faajty
wl begin in the Tmble Arts Center; Oiscouerq Music wll be hekl in DcUdna's
p.m.: Keith Harden and Dawna Nelson will play 00 the Ouldoor Stage.
• 1:30 p.m.: The Klaman Jacobs fnsemble wil perform oo the Ol.*loor Stage.
p.m.: Smart Ab. will perfam oo the Outdoor Stage.
• 2 p.m.: Pinocchio wil be performed oo the Mainstage of Dcudna and the
130 pa.: The fJU Latin Group wll play oo the Outdoor Stage.
performed in front of Doudna.
p.m.: ft\! Scarlet Life will pedana oo the Outdoor Stage.
• 3 p.m.: The fJU Concert Barxl wl perfcmn In Dvorak; The Cellic Croas Pipes
p.m.: Pk'loa:hlo,. be performed 00 the Mainstage of Doudna. Admission is $8 for adults; S. Seventh St.; the fJU Jazz Canbo wil play on the ~Sage and Fair
perbr11 In the Tarble Arts c.enter.
jlr- dtiaa, faajty, seniors and staff and $2.50 b f.astem students.
p.m.: The BU Collegians wl perfam in the Ducrak Coooert Hal Admissloo is $4 b • 3:30 p.m.: Slupkl Mara> will perform In the Studio of Dcldna.

• 1:15 pa.: 8#Sharpe will perform en the Ouldoor Stage.

:ae

Weather or not
Will rain's reign go
away for Celebration?
By J.A. WINDERS

Crews has chaired the even
Celebration has encountere
rain one year and bone-chilli
cold the next.
But no matter the foreca
Price doesn't plan to let a w
weekend dampen his enjo
ment. "I'll attend no matt
what the weather is like,"
said. "I might not stay as Ion
but I'll still goi''
He paused, then continue
"The least bit of incleme
weather leaves a bad taste i
our mouths," Price said of pe
pie's selective memories of c
ebration. "The only way
really solve the problem is

Daniel Crews is wondering
who will stop the rain. "I've
done everything except hire
people who specialize in rain
dance," he said from his office
Wednesday afternoon.
"I've consulted the farmers
almanac, weather reports, tea
leaves, I've even thrown bones
on the ground to give me any
indication as to what the
weather is going to be like."
But unfortunately for Crews,
nothing - not the almanac, not
the tea leaves, not even thrown
bones - seems to be able to
keep the rain away. Yet another wet Celebration appears to
be heading for campus.
Dalias Price, local weather
"I've thought
observer, foresees a weekend
of showers. "April is a battleground between late winter
and early spring," he said. "It's
'Celebration: AF
hard to plan around that.
"But that's April for you."
val of the Rain,'"
Although no extended
-Daniel Crews,
downpours are to be expected,
Price said the weekend should
Celebration chair
play host to short, scattered
showers.
Crews chairs the Celebration '95 planning committee.
And if this were any other arts move it into May and have C
festival, his worries would be ebration instead of finals."
limited to booking enough acts
"Most professors don't ha
and mapping out their appro- finals anymore anyway."
priate scheduling.
Crews had a different s
But CeJej>r~9,.~n app~!i.J1~~'oo
,'\lf,itl:"Q~i.$t]fQ11~,arts fes~ •.~~~ tc1' ~n:
• Celebration seems to be Festival of the Rain," he sa
cursed. 'Tm starting to wonder "That way if it rains, tha
if somewhere down the line okay. If it doesn't rain, tha
one of our past committee okay too.
members broke a mirror or
"Or maybe we can take
something," he said.
ebration on the road
In the six years Crews has drought-stricken nations.
been associated with Celebra- guess god doesn't care for a
tion, the event has been met festivals," Crews concluded.
with less than stellar weather.
"Perhaps he's more of a
And in the past two years that blues festival man."

d orchestra put the classic in celebratio
~n's'.Zlit with
poser &.ri:lay~
orm three classical compositions
Hall of the Doudna Ftne Arts

E. SnyOO-, will direct the groups.
·ence for our oratorio perfor' full sound that comes from so
rming at the same time," said
~ormances in his 26 years at

director Robert L Hms, members of the F.astern faculty and the EJU
Concert Oloir:. The Oratorio Chorus will also be accompanied by the
EIU Orchestra under the direction of F.astern Music Professor Donakt
Tracy.
"Students enjoy and shouk:I have the experience of singing major
choral-orchestral worl<s while they are in college," s~ said.
Along with the chorus singers will be two faculty soloists, Jerry
Daniels, an associate music professor and Marilyn Joy Coles, an assistant music professor. Two guest soloists, Ronald Hedlund, a voice
teacher at the University of Illinois, and Kerry Walters, from Bradley University, will also be featured dwing Joseph Ha¢n's Mass.
Snyder rehearsed the group of faculty, townspeople and staff on
Morxlay nights for two months.
Show Choir member Ted Sanders, who will be performing during

• 4 p.m.: The Beat Daddys wlll perform on the Outdoor Stage.
• 5:45 p.m.: Yabba Giffith & Traxx will perfonn on the Outdoor Stage.
• 7 :30 p.m.: Ramon Salvatore will perform in Duorak.

SUNDAY
• 10 a.m.: Art Booths Open on S. Seventh St.
• 11 a.m.: Food Booths Open on S. Sewnth St.
- • Noon: The Klezman Jacobs Ensemble will perform on the Outdoor Stage.
• 1 p.m.: Stupid Marro wiB be performed in the Studio of Doudna; the EIU Lab Barxi will perform on the Outdoor Stage; YOl.119 String Performers wil perform in Dl.aak and Sttdent Poeby
ReadqJs wil be hek:I in the Tarble Arts Center.
• 2 p.m.: The Indian Creek Delta Boys and ~ Creek (loggers will perfonn on the Outdoor Stage and Plnoa:hio will be performed on the Maiastage of Doudna.
• 3 p.m.: The EJU Oratio OlOl'us will pa form in Dwrak. Admission is $4. The Sawyer Brothers
wl perform on the Outdoor Stage.
• 3:30 p.m.: Stupid Marco wil be perfonned in the Studio of Doudna.
• 5 p.m.: Nathan Williams and the Z¢eco Ola Oms wil perform 00 the Otm.:loor' Stage.
• 7:30 p.m.: On Eagle's Wings wl be pedotnm In IMnk. Admission is $10.

£a

Sunday's concert said, "This is a great musical experience for anyo
interested in vocal or orchestral music."
The compositions, include "Zadok the Priest" by Frederic
which is traditionally performed at every English Coronation since 172
Sanders described the music as, "wry demanding on the choir
orchestra but its extremely entertaining and they are really beauti
works of music."
~
Other selections include Brahms' "Naenie," and Ha¢n's "~ in
minor, also known as the "Lord Nelson Mass."
Synder described the concert as, "wry listenable classical music.
is one of the biggest and most attractive concerts of the whole year."
Tickets for the concert can be purchased at the door or in advance
the Music Department Office for $4 for adults and $3 for seni6r · ·
and F.astern students.

STUDENTS NEEDED! National
RESORT JOBS-Earn to $12/hr. +
Parks are now .hiring seasonal &
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, +
full-time. Forestry workers, park
more. Tropical & Mountain destinarangers, firefighters, lifeguards,
tions. Call 1-206-632-0150
+ more. Excellent benefits +
ext.R57831.
bonuses! Call: 1-206·545-4804
------------'5/1
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGext.N57386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Earn up to $2,000+/month working
Habilitation Aid Position availon Cruise Ships or Land-Tour comable. Midnight to S:OOam Apply
panies. World travel. Seasonal &
full-time employment available. No
at Omega 15 910 17th Street
Double your income. Sell Avon.
experience necessary. For more
Competitive salary.
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 348_c___c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
information call 1-206-634-0468
1290
Avon
Independent
Part time position available in
ext. C57386.
Representative.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Chiropractic office. Must have
good book keeping skills. Apply
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
in
person
at .. Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center 2115.1 Sth
teaching basic conversational
St
English in Japan, Taiwan,.or S.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Korea .. No teaching background or
AlTN: Golfers. Buck Grove Golf
Asian languages required. For
Pizza maker wanted part time,
information call: (206) 632, 1146
Course now hiring. Pro shop
apply in person after 4 PM,
and Clubhouse staff. Call Mark
ext.J5738t.
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
at 258-7888 or leave msg. at
-----------'5/1
Charleston.
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
258-6990.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
--------~-c..-4125
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Attention: Earn Moriey Reading
area of the Worthington Inn.
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
Experience
and
knowledge
of
area
Books!
Up to $50.0 weekly.
TRAVEL (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
Choose subject matter. For
preferred. Excellent salary/benefits
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMAmore details call 1 (206) 362and health/life ins. pkg. offered for
NENT, NO EXPER. NEC. GUIDE.
4304 ext E075.
FT. Apply in person at .920 w,
(919)929-4398 ext. E1060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Lincoln, Charleston, IL,61920.
"""""-----------5/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___c5l1
Immediate openings for kitchen
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE NOW!
staff for summer. Apply in perAide for the 3-11 shift ar:id available
son. Stix 1412 4th St.
AMERICA'S LARGEST STUDEt-JT
for weekends. Day time hrs. on
PAINTING COMPANY IS NOW
------------------·4128
weekends possible. Must be organ.
PART-TIME WORK Landscape
HIRING CALL ASAP POSITIONS
& dependable. Exper. prefer. but
FILLING FAST, NO EXPERIENCE
worker needed for occasional
will train the right person. Apply in
work, immediately and summer
NECESSARY. ALL TRAINING
person at 738 18th Street,
possible; hours vary; call 345PROVIDED THIS SUMMER.
Charleston, ll. EOE.
POSITIONS IN YOUR HOME2683.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/6
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
TOWN. CALL JOB. HOT LINE 1Applications now being accepted at
800-265·1133.
FOR
YOUR
APPLI,
Now
Hiring at $4. 75fhr must. be
the newest motel in Charleston!
available nights and weekends
CATIONS.
The Worthington Inn is looking for
Apply at Dairy Queen 20 state
------------'5/1
honest, hard-working people for the
Summer Help, Earn Extra $$$
street.
following
positions:
______________4/28
During the Summer Work Near
Waiters/Waitresses, Cooks, Sous
Home.
We
have
several
long
and
·
Chefs, Hostesses and Shift
short term assignments to start
Managers. PT/FT and AM/PM
immediately. We.offer data Entry,
shifts available, benefits including
work processing, receptionist, and
health/live insurance for FT. Apply
general office positions. Select
in person at 920 W. Lincoln Ave.,
Staffing 188 Industrial Drive
Frank and Suzanne, a loving
Char. IL.
5/6
Elmhurst, IL 60126 Call TODAY
couple of an adopted child, are
A_C_C_E_P_T_IN_G_A_P_P_S_.F_O_R_A_C~TIVIFOR
AN
APPOINTMENT!
looking to find a little brother or
TY DIRECTOR FOR DD ADULTS.
(708)832-0083.
siste.r. Pa~ents are well. educatB~HEl.Of\~ i;>EGREE IN· A
. ··.·· / , > " /
5/1 .
financ1all~ secu~~· with gr~at
HtTM"AN -seRVTCES" t=tEto·-· -StlMMER - Hl3L~ WANT"Ert zto-- -!nends a~d big fam1he.s, We live
REQUIRED.
MANAGEMENT
HOURS PER WEEK $6.00 TO
in a quaint village with a very
EXPERIENCE A PLUS. START$9.00 PER HOUR SOUTH AND
go~d school system and have a
ING SALARY OF $18,000 PLUS
WEST CHICAGO SUBURBS
loving ?omfort~ble home. Can
FULL BENEFIT PACKAGE. OUTCALL PAINT USA TODAY
help with medical expe~ses.
GOING ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE
(815)485-4850.
Call our lawyer collect. Kirsten
PLEASE APPLY AT 738 18TH ST
4/27
Crouse Bays 217-345-6099.
.
5/1
CHARLESTON. E.O.E.
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
ADOPTION- LOVING CHILD_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S/1
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
Summer jobi:; camp ability. Atsarea of the Worthington Inn.
LESS COUPLE SEEKS TO
crafts, aquatics, nature-camping,
Experience and knowledge of area
ADOPT INFANT. WILL PAY
music coordinator, counselors,
preferred. Excellent salary/benefits
MEDICAL
AND
LEGAL
director. Start at 150 a week June
and health/life ins. pkg. offered for
EXPENSES. CALL DIANA AND
5th-August 6th. Inquires call 708FT. Apply in person at 920 W.
STEVE COLLECT AT (301)
637-1050.
Lincoln, Charleston, IL. 61920.
565-9443.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
----------~511
SAVE MONEY on Auto &
Motorcycle Insurance Call BILL
HALL today at 345-7023 or stop by
HALL INSURANCE 1010 East
Lincoln.
-----------'5/1

Roommates Wanted located only
about 1 1/2 miles from campus.
Own Room, pay 1/2 utilities (only
CIPS-water free). Washer/dryer
included. 145.00 for Summer
195.00 for Fall/Spring Sem. TODD
at 348-5362.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
2 to 3 Roommates needed for
fall/spring semester.. (II ice house;
close to campus; reasonable rent.
If interested call 345-1037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Roommate needed for fall '95Spring '96. Reasonable rent. Can
have pets. Call Kathy 581 ·8040.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
1 or 2 roommates needed for summer 95 and/or. 96 school yr. Large
3 br. Apt across from Buzzard. Call
345-1476
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
2 Room mates wanted Lg. House 2
Blks from EIU $210.00 mo. all utilities+cable paid Evenings 3486044.
____________.511

e?,

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

1 Female, non-smoking Female
needed for· Fall semester at
University Court Apts. Call Michelle
or Becky 581-8128.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/21

Sublessor(s) needed- 1 BR, Park
Place, $255/mo. + utilities Call 3453473.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
NEEDED SU 95, GOOD LOCATION, FREE LAUNDRY, DISHWASHER & GAR. DISPOSAL.
RENT NEG. ASK FOR RICH 3487727.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
CHEAP RENT! PARK PLACE
APARTMENT- 3 BEDROOMS.
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER. MAYAUGUST. CALL #348-0261,
---------~4128
Sublessor needed! Park Placelarge Apt. low Utilities, Close to
Campus. $150.00 Call 348-5223.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUBLESSORS 3-5 people needed for
spacious Park Place Apt.
Negotiable rent. Call TRACY· 3488904.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
2 Bedroom apt. Nice, close to campus. $175.00+utilities. Call 3458695.

Sublessor needed sum 95 3 Bdrm.
Park Place. Special rate. Call 3454868.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
Sublessor needed to share apartment with 2 other girls Fall and
Spring 95-96. $190 per month. All
utilities paid. Furnished, free parking and close to campus.· Phone
581-3639.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
3 BDR., Park Place Apartments,
rent negotiable, furnished, air conditioned for summer '95. Call 3455599.
--~--------·5/1

Houses for 4-5 students.
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
345-6621. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806 11th,
2 bedroom apartment. 348-5032.
-------------'5/1

1

Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
apartment uptown. Unfurnished.
$550+utilities. Call Jenn 345-5291.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR LARGE, ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT.. NICE SIDE YARD.
CALL 345-9178 OR 345-9612.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/25
Summer Sublessor Needed!
Orchard Park- own bedroom, 2
baths, TOTALLY furnished,
CHEAP!! CALL Kelly 345-9255.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___c4/24
Three Summer Sublessors needed
for three bedroom apt. in Park
Place. $130 Please Call 345-1250.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___c4/26
One or two Sublessors needed
May 7-Aug 15. House on 7th
Street. Cheap rent.+ utilities .• Call
Rich at 348,5536.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SUMMER! SUMMER! Nice two
bedroom apartment, partly furnished. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. Call 348-5041, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
One sublessor needed for summer
1995. Nice one bedroom furnished
apartment. Rent negotiable. 3456090.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
Summer Subs Needed! CHEAP!
Near Campus. Call now 345-5149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

DEPT OF SPECIAL Ed. Special Olympics Volunteer meeting at5j"Oprn!
in Buzzard Auditorium; please attend this important meeting.
EIU WOMEN'S RUGBY Game at 1pm on Saturday next to the pond,
behind Lantz on 4th St. EIU vs. St. Louis.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI Kaborot Union Party from 1Opm-2am in the MLK
Union Ballroom.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI Picnic from 2-7pm on April 22 at Morton Park.
Free food & music.
WESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHTHOUSE from 9pm-1am in the basement of W.F., 2202 4th St. Open for dancing, talking, meeting friends,
etc. No cover charge or age restriction for EIU/Lakeland students.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Spring Fling at Fox Ridge. Leave
at 4:45pm; call 345-6990 for rides or info.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday Morning Worship service at 10:30am at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St.; 3456990 for rides/info.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Activation and Formal at 6:30pm at
Krackers/Ramada Inn. Dance starts at 9pm.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Natural Ties Picnic from 12-5pm on April 23 at
the Campus Pond.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Cookout on April 23 at the Omega House. Meet
at the Rock at 6:45pm.
SCEC JSWIM COMMITTEE at9:45 at the Mattoon YMCA. Meet at
Buzz~rcfCircTedriv~at 9·::1s. · ..,. ·•
~, ·, ;_ .. · · , ,
· ·
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses at f1 am and
4:30pm in 120 Coleman.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Bake Sale/Car Wash from 1-5pm at WalMart .Don't
forget to bring supplies and baked goods.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Spring Fling" Party from 1Opm-1 :45am on
Saturday in the University Ballroom. Please bring LD.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus oraanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
College Basketball

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Unsolved Myst.

Diagnosis Murder

Family Matters
Sister, Sister

Skills Contests:
Boxing: Bouts

Murder, She Wrote

Movie:

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters
Interviews

VR.5

Leopards and
Hyenas

Little House on
the Prairie · · ·· ' ·

Dateline NBC

Wright Verdicts

Step by Step
On Our Own

telecast from
Chester, W Va

Movie:

Movie Cont.

Innovation

Movie:

X-files

Wings

Dying for a Job:
Changing the way we

Homicide: Life on

Picket Fences

20/20

Movie Cont.

News

David Frost

Movie cont.

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Wild West

News
MCLaughlin Group

Duckman
Sports Illustrated

Honeymooners
Simon & Simon

Being Served?
Movie

Designing Women
Designing Women

Cops
Cops

Leopards and
Hyenas

Sneak Previews
Movie: Life with ...

WEIU-9 51

the Street
News
Jay Leno (10:35)

P.M. WTW0-2
'6:00 Wheel of Fortune
•'. 6:30 Hoosier Million ..
. 7:00 Amazing Grace
7:30
8:00 Sweet Justice
8:30
9:00 Sisters
9:30
10:00 News
10:30

Baseball Toni ht
Sports Reporters
SportsCenter

Movie

News
David (10:35)

News
Married ... (10:35)

WCIA,3

WAND-7 17

ESPN,24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

NCAA Basketball
(4:30)

News
Wheel of Fortune

Golf cont
Sports Center

Tekwar

Save By The Bell
Instant Riches

Lawrence Welk

Movie:Daughter...
cont

Star Trek:
Voyager

World of Discovery Women and Social
Action

WCW Wrestling.
cont.

Basketball cont

Movie: Family
Reunion ...

Auto Racing
NASCAR

Movie: Field
of Dreams

Bullseye
NBA Basketball:

I'll Fly Away

Movie: Barbarians
at the Gate

Cops
Cops

California Whites

Bix Jazz Festival
Best of Nighttime

Three Stooges
Marathon

Basketball cont

Movie cont

cont

Movie cont

76ers at Chicago

Movie: The
Heartbreak Kid

Movie cont

America's Most
Wanted

Cont.

American Cinema

cont

Walker, Texas Ranger Marshal

Sports Center

Basketball cont

Movie cont

Tax Break '95

cont

News

Sports Center

News

Waiting for God
Red D.warf

Designing Women Simpsons
Desi nin Women Sim sons
Six Comics in
From the Crypt
Search of a...
From the Crypt

Justice Files

News

Weird Science
Dickie's V's
Movie: Trading

California Whites

Career Encounters
Movie: Kickboxer

cont

TBS-18

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND,7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

News
NBC News

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
Profiles of America

Senior Golf:
The Tradition

Tekwar

Legendary Journey
of Hercules

Ghostwriter

Movie:

Hardwood
Dreams

Leopards and
Hyenas

Old Time Country
Old Time Country

Movie:

Earth 2

Murder, She Wrote

Lois & Clark

Golf Cont
Sports Center

Movie: My
Antonia

Vanishing Son

Nature

Movie:

Simpsons
The Critic

Wildlife
. America/Wholey
In Care of Nature

Movie Cont

seaQuest DSV

Movie:

Movie:

Baseball: Mets
at Martins

movie cont

Highlander

Masterpiece Theater movie cont

Married ...
Dream On

Dolphins, Whales
and Us

Small Business
EIU Connection

National
Geographic

Movie:

Movie Cont

movie cont

baseball cont

Silk Stalkings

News
Replay (9:40)

Commish

Babylon 5

Explorer

News
Entmt

News
Auto Racing

SportsCenter

Silk Stalkings

Night Court
Lifestyles ...

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues

AustraliaPredators of the...
Wildlife
In Care of Nature

Lynch's Colloquium

Movie
cont

All Creatures ..
Sister Wend 's
... Appearances
Mystery!

Videography
Network Earth
Movie: The Old Barn.. TBA

~~
"'i f

Now leasing, 1995-96 school year.
Two-bedroom furnished apartments. McArthur Manor Apartment,
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231
Monday-Friday, 8-5.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _511
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
PEOPLE AVAIL FALL '95. FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. CALL 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
TWO/THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
1022, 2ND STREET. TWO-THREE
PERSONS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 348-5032.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ 5/1
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash incl.
947 4th St. 348-7746.
- - - - - - - - - -·5/1
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts. 10
or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 3487746.
_ _ __ __ _ __ _5/1
LINCOLNWOOD
P·INETREE
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW
RENTING. POOL, CENTRAL AIR.
FROM $150 PER PERSON.

APPOl.~EN1 ~~~·

\!
I

2-.10" MTX Bass Speakers in carpeted factory box. Like new. Must
see. $300.00. 345-1384.
5/6
Complete Car Stereo: $225;
Strength Shoe System, size 13:
· $75; Jordan Collectables: $200;
345-5197. .
5/1
SEGA GENESIS W/ ARCADE
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL CASSETTE RADIO, $60.00; KENWOOD PORTABLE CD PLAYER,
$135.00. 345-5681.
5/1
Rockford Fosgate Punch 75
Amplifier Excellent cond. $150.00
Call 345-3893.
5/1
160 Watt Peavy Combo $200
Charvette guitar & case $80 Casio
FX-7700 GB calculator $50. 5813086.
5/1
SEGA xtra control pad. 2 games;
4ft black light love seat; dresser,
semi-loft bed bicycle trainer, etc. All .
for sale. Call 345-4294.
4/21
Twin Bed complete with frame,

· :< 511 ·· ' '· ~o~~~~s~~:e~l:~r~~~~i~~~- h$e ~~
~!"!Ai;\
.·1/b<e_,T$'.; l()W' utiL, . Call 345-2667:
af~fi ·
coh'Ventent: c21 ·
5/1
Wood; Jim Wood, 345-4489.
CARPETS 6X9 $15; 11X11 w/pad
--~-------'5/1
$70 OBO; SHELFUNIT $30; MISC.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM APART. UP
& SMALL RUGS- CALL DENISE
581-5695.
.
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS,
FURNISHED,
4125
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DISSchwinn touring bike, mint condiPOSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
lion, many xtras $150 obo. Three
AIR WOODED LOCATION. 345large piranhas $50. Rob 581-8016.
4126
2363.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _5/1
One white and one stained Dorm
For Rent Nice House, 6 girls
size Loft $50 a piece obo.
Dishwasher, Washer/Dryer AC. 95Rob/Jackie 581-8016.
96 No Pets 345-4602.
4126
_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _4/21
1977 Cutlass Supreme 81,000
Summer and Fall, one bedroom
miles. Runs great Body OK 345·
apt. upstairs Large $275.00 &
5822.
$200.00 Dep. One Br. apt.
. 4/21
Downstairs Large $275.+200 Dep. -SCUBA gear! Complete outfit by
DACOR . 2 Tanks included ,
Efficiency apt. Large $235+$175.00
Dep. Call 235-3550.
Excellent Condition $700 OBO.
--~-------5/1
Call 923-3060.
LARGE THREE. BEDROOM
4/21
TOWN HOME UPTO 5 PEOPLE
Rockford Fosgate Punch 19's
LARGE ROOMS, FURNISHED,
w/box ai'Jd.,P.11~ .~QJ3(U)SM.C.ali;
DISHWASH ER/GARBAGE DIS•
tonegotiatetheprlca348-6453:·
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
4121
AIR WOODED LOCATION. CALL
'94 Red Eagle Talon. Automatic.
345-2363.
Excellent Condition. $12,000 or
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
best offer. Call or leave message.
Avail June 1 bedroom unfurnished
345-3867.
4/26
1 year lease. NO PETS .
1984 Mercury Marquis- New tires
Water/trash included. 947 4th St.
348-7746.
and brakes, recent muffler, runs
---=- = - - ---.-.------5/1
good $500 obo 581 -8029.
4124
4 BR Apt. available for summer
rent individually. Reasonable rent,
1994 Trek 8700 Carbon. Roxshox,
Mavic 231 rims, many extras. Musi
pets allowad. 348::6497.
- -- - - - - ---4121
SELL! Make offer. 581 -2829.
MINI-STORAGE. AVAIL NOW
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
STARTING AT $30/MONTH 3487746.
- -- - - -- - - - '5/1
Large 3 bedroom apartment available 8115/95. Good condition, quiet
residential building at 300 H arrison.
LOST: Glasses, in McAfee bath$175/month per person; Call David
room. Please contact Nadine 581 McGrady at 348-8258.
6852 if found.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ 5/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4/25
for Rent ~ 2 bedroom, 3 bed
LOST: Gentle, large, male Black
room- private & semi private bedLab. Wearing BLUE collar,
room- call for details. 345/5148 or
responding to NICO. .BIG
348/01 57 Ronnie Lanman.
REWARD . .Please call 581 -8084 or
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 4/21
345-41S7; leave message.
2 bedroom apa rtment for two
_ _ _ _ __ __ __
people. Close to downtown
LOST:
black w allet on 4/18
square in quiet neighborhood.
between Science building and
Quiet, mature persons only $250
·Library. Reward offered. Call Mark
each, includes all utilities except
at 345:5532_
phone and. cable. Call 345-3410
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/25
or 348-8480.
LORI AVART Your textbook is in
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 4/26
the Student Publications Office.
APARTMENTS & HOUSES FOR

5

4~4

'95-'96. SOME LOW-COST SUMMER RENTALS, TOO. CALL 3453107 AND LEAVE MESSAGE AT
BEEP.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4/24
Furnished house for 4 women.
Close to campus. Available for
summer or fall '95. Call 345-5703.

--~--~----5/1

Now leasing for fall, 3 bedroom
furnished apartment, dishwasher.
3 blocks from campus 10 month
lease call 34503401, 345-2263, or
348-8851.
_ __ __ _ _ ___4/28
3 bedroom furnis hed house 3
blocks fro.m campus for 3 students phone 345-3657 after 6:00.
_ _ _ _ __ __ __ 4/28
Last chance to rent 3 BR apartment at the Atrium or 3 BR house
on 9th Street '95-96 Yr. Call 3455022.
- - - - - - = - - -4/19,21,3,6,8
University Court Apartment for
rent Fall 1995, 2 bedrooms, balcony, cable and phone included,
2-4 people. Call 581-8069 or stop
by office to see it.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

Sigm a Nu , CAR WASH ...
Saturday 10-4 at Domino's Pizza.
_ __ _ __ __ __ 4/2 1
ALPHA GAM SENIORS- We're
savin g th e b est for l ast. Get
ready for some se rious sisterhood. Slumber at the house at
8:30., We can't wait! Love, your
squirrels.
------~---4/21
H a ppy 26th Birthd a y John
Reinmann! I hope you h ave a
great weekend. Don't forget the
O liv e Gard e n S unday. Love ,
Jen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/21
Jill Buttz of AST: Congratulations
on being Scholar of the week.
Love your sisters.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/21
To th e me n of La mbda C hi
Alpha ... We are looking forward
to the cookout tonight. See you at
th e ho use at 5 :00. Love th e
women of Delta Zeta.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Rudy Stefanski- Happy Birthday!
Sigma Love, Your MOM.
----------4~1
Beth Maktovich of AST: You are
doing a good job with rush. Just
decide what color shirt! Love your,
sisters.
__________
AMANDA EVERETTE: HAPPY
19th! WISH I COULD CELEBRATE WITH YOU, BUT WE
HAVE ALL OF NEXT YEAR!
LOVE JULIE.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 4/21
Phi Delt New Actives- 'Congrats on
Activation! You have picked the
best house on campus! Congrats
again! Love, Kotibab.
4/21
F-,-R,.._o.,,...s"'T=y---=c-o- L-=D-S.,.-P=-E=-c=-1-A---,
LS AT
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. ICE
HOUSE OR RED DOG 12 PK
CANS 5.49. OLD MILW ICE 12 PK
CANS 3.99. COORS LT 12 PK
CANS 4.99. SUITER HOME WHT
ZIN 750 ML 3.99 . KEGS IN
STOCK, ORDER EARLY AT EAST
SIDE PACKAGE RT 130 JACKSON AVE 345-5722. .
4~1

4~1

li_o_A_l_It-h-e...,G_ot_f-ers_of
_ th_e_De-lta
- Zeia
Golf Tournament... See you tomor-

EIU WOMENS RUGBY. GAME
SAT. 1:00 AGAINST ST. LOUIS.
NEXT TO CAMPUS POND ON
FOURTH.ST. LAST GAME OF
THE SEASON!!!
_ __ __ _ _ __ _
Dearest DELTS- I can't wait to
see you all at Junglebash tomorrow! Love, Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
DELT DIG IT; JUNGLE BASH;
DELT DIG IT; JUNGLE BASH;
DELT DIG iT; JUNGLE BASH.
- -..--..,..,..,..,--,.---,--.,--,,....,---4121
"POSTWAR . FORDS" FROM
SPRINGFIELD AT TED'S SATURDAY. DON'T MISS THEM. LAST
TIME THIS SEMESTER. DRINK
SPECIALS & REDUCED ADMISSION COUPON IN OUR EASTERN AD. SEE YOU AT TEDS.
----~-----4121
Congratulations Tara Benson of
Delta Zeta and Matt Brooks of
Sigma Pi on .getting laviliered. No
more hinting Tara! Alpha Phi Love,
Jeanne.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___4121
4~1

LORRIE HURCKES: HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! RAIN KING ...
MONTANA ... HEAVEN ... DON'T
TALK ... MOM'S ... SATURDAY

Ballon Bouquets by Sue Spitz. Best
prices in town! Costumed
Character deliveries also available.
348-8498.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/28
Designer Clothes for gals and
guys. Jeans $5 and up. Lots more.
Darylio Rose Resale. N. sd. of sq.
12p-5pm.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _4/21,6,8
Good Luck To Jason Langford and
Chris Simmons at Dell Dig It.
_ _ __ __ __ __ 4121
Aerobic Leader tryouts April 22 ·at
2:00 pm in the enclosed gym. For
questions please call 345-5400.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
ASA Dig-it team, You guys are
Bad! KILL! · KILL! KILL! Your partners in crime, Dan and Glen.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/21
PAIGE PARKER ... Congratulations
on being electad to for off campus
senate. Love your DZ sisters.
~-~-~.,..,,..,,...,..,,._ __ 4121
Last home RUGBY game- Sat.
· The Queen and Howell will make
thei_r last appearances.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
4~1

Cash on the spot for anything qf
value. Pawn brokers 4th and
Madison. 345-9842 or 348-

Calvin and Hobbes
liCLtl 00, .l Tu\N'(
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
YOUDONI
WANT TD
KNOIJ/.

I

9 J e rome Ke rn's
"They - BelieveMe"
14 Bikini part
16 Word with c ity
or circle
n Copy
18 It's often bid
19 K enilworth and
Boston, e .g .
20 E ngende rs
22 Abbrev iated
v e rs ion
23 Blvds.
25 Qcular socket
UDicker
29 Takeout sign

16 \.\Ii

S~TS.

-;:-·-:r -~."

4: Up

MAR\)

Mf1..GlC. NU~Bt.R at APPRQPRlt>.it:L"i
\JAG\JE., MILD\..'f Sl:R\C\lS, B\Ji NC>T

Doonesbury ·

1 Calendar mo .

1960-70's clothes and shoes.
Darylio Rose resale shop. N. sd.
sq. Wed.-Sat. 12p.-5pm.
--------4121,6,8
TRI-SIGMAS: Be at the house
Saturday at 1 :30pm. for
Founder's Day. Senior Send-on is
Sunday and regular chapter
meeting will be 8 pm in

by· Bill Watterson

I n\INK 1 S\.IOUL\) STh'<
\.lot-\E. !=ROl>A. SC\.\OOL.
t\le: GOT A 9:>~ n\~fl.T,
i\.l-l 9-lt A~t.. A. STOMt-.C\.\
ft,.C\.\E., l 't-\ st.£.l~G
~O HI\ Pl"Z.Z'(

DON'T MISS "POSTWAR FORDS"
AT TED'S SATURDAY. LAST TIME
THIS
SEMESTER
FROM
SPRINGFIELD. DRINK SPECIALS
& REDUCED . ADMISSION
COUPON IN OUR AD. SEE YOU
ATTEDS.
-~--------4121
I love my roommate she's such a
B - ! Congrats on getting lavaliered to Matty. N.
------~~·~·· 4/21'·
FROSTY COLD SPECIALS AT
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. ICE
HOUSE OR RED DOG 12 PK
CANS 5.49. OLD MILW ICE 12
PK CANS 3.99. COORS LT 12
PK CANS 4.99. SUITER HOME
WHT ZIN 750 ML 3.99. KEGS IN
STOCK, ORDER EARLY AT
EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT 130
AT JACKSON AVE 345-5722.
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _4121

30Acerbity
32 Kvass
ingredient
33 Three-person
c a rd game
34 Ka nsas City
paper
36 Boat bigwig .
briefly
39 Winter driving
need
42 In -. (stuc k)
44 Cranesbills
46 Expla in a new
48 Brain -w ave
record,
familiarly
49 Louse eggs
51 Springer ar:id
Sussex, e.g.

I /.IOP& YOU DON'T MIND
THAT I Ei57A&l5H£D f.115
BUJOl>UNEi5. 50MITIM£5
I CANT Hll.P MYSELF. I JUST UKc "BRINGING P&Of'/£ 7VGFTH5R.'

AGTUAllY,
J {)(),?IR.
!CAR&

· ABOUTBOTH
OF YOU.

UM..
/))HY?

I

53Anglican
headdress
54 "The Secret
Garder.a" Tony
winner' Daisy

55 Rote procedure
·58 " - - W e All ?"

SI Clerics
60Peevish
61 Au fait
62 Comment o'f
s urprise

DOWN
1 Filled to
o v e rflowing
2Four-time
Oscar-winning
film scorer
·
3 Property
seizures
4 Unfixed
sJe rk

8 Ben aderet o f
"Petticoat
Junction "
7 Craftsman

a High schooler
9Logbook
10 " Without a
doubt!"
11 B lack S ea
feeder
12With open
palms, m aybe

42
46
51

54
58

62

60
Puzzle by Frank A. Longo

23 Bowstring
24 W alk stealthily
27Twelve - ("G.W.T.W."
locale)
28 Seed cov e rings
31 Pakistani
garment

13 Fiduc ia ry
15 Cutte rs

35 M a k e up
36 Toddler' s safe ty
item

.21 Sw elli n g cause

37 Set the st age

38 Storm probl e ms
40 Wrung
41 Hitting h ard
43 Kind o f fa rming
45 Took majo r
st eps
47 Full of fuzz

~--"-··

50 Discern
52 100 c entesimi
53 Trading center
56 French writer
C urie
57 Th eat er g roup,
informally

rw .

Education certification programs.
first be registered in the class.
You must request audit grading
DO NOT ATTEND IF .you have
status for an Intersession class / specified the Chicago area as
by completing the audit card. your primary teaching location.
DO NOT ATTEND IF you are
(obtained in the Registration
planning to teach at the high
Office), having it signed by the
instructor of the class, and
school level in any. content area.
All other applicants must attend.
returning it to the Registration
This general meeting will not be
Office by MAY .18. You must first
repeated. PLACEMENT INFORbe registered in the class.
MATION WILL NOT BE GIVEN
Michael D. Taylor
OUT PRIOR TO THIS MEETING.
Director of Registration
REGISTRATION PAYMENTS,
AVOID SUMMER LATE
Important information will be disUNCLEAR RECORDS
. REGISTRATION FEE
cussed so plan to attend.
To avoid being charged the $25
If you registered for Summer,
SUMMER SCHEDULE
Dr. Mary Ellen Varble
DISTRIBUTION
your record must be clear with all
late fee for Summer 8-/5-Week
Pick up your official Summer
Chair, Student Teaching
Term, register for 8-/5-week
University offices by FRIDAY,
schedule according to this
MAY 5; if your record is
classes no later than TUESDAY,
NEW CATALOGS
UNCLEAR on that date, your
schedule: MONDAY MAY 15
JUNE 6. This deadline applies
A student wishing a copy of the
(ENTER EAST POOR OF
to students who are not attend- . SUMMER CLASSES WILL BE
new 1995-96 Eastern Illinois UniUNION BALLROOM) (ONLY IF
CANCELLED. If you registered
ing Intersession.
attending Intersession) 8:30
versity Undergraduate Catalog
for Fall , your record . must be
Michael D. Taylor
may pick one up at the Records.
A . M. - 1 :00 P.M . MONDAY,
clear with all University offices by
Director of Registration
JUNE 12 (ENTER EAST DOOR . Office, 119 Old Main.
FRIDAY, August 11; if your
John H. Conley
QE UNION BALLROOM) 8:30
INl'.'l;RSES~ION AOOS/DROPS
record is UNCLEAR on that date,
Registrar
A .M. - 1 :00 p.M. You will be
: ; /CAN(::E~LATIONS '
your FALL CLASSES WILL BE
Yo~ hiay.~~p.Q ar:i· !NTER~.ES- CANCELLED. In addition, your billed during the term for the bale
ance of Summer tuition/fees.
STUDENT/DEPENDENT
s1q~ cla~~t ~f:ftql.i~H M;AY f liL :· \I F'all registration bill must be paid
SUMMER INSURANCE
The ;only. lnte·rsess1on clas~es ..... by the deadline on your bill--for
Michael D. Taylor
Students who will not be enrolled
Director of Registration
that inay· be added after May 17
most students, that will be FR.lin the Summer Term are eligible
a re workshops offered during
DAY, AUGUST 11; if it has not
to purchase Summer Health
been .paid by then, your FALL
FALL 1995 STUDENT
Intersession. You may DROP an
Insurance provided the student
INTERSESSION
class
CLASSES MAY BE CANTEACHING ASSIGNMENTS
was insured for Spring Semester
THROUGH MAY 18, and the
CELLED.
Placement ·information for indi1995 with insurance coverage
class will not appear on.your perMichael D. Taylor
viduals who have applied to.stuunder the Student Insurance Polmanent record AND you will not
.Director of Registration
dent teach in the FALL 1995 will
icy. The premium for Summer
be billed for the class. The only
be distributed during a general
1995 Student Insurance is
Intersession class that may be
INTERSESSION CREDIT/
meeting ·to be held in Buzzard
$33.60 Enrollment cards are
dropped after May 18 and still
NO CREDIT, AUDIJS
Auditorium on FRIDAY, APRIL
available in the Financial Aid
not appear on your record(and
Use .Cl. touch-tone .t elephone .to . ,21,1995 at 9.:00 a.rii..This meetOffice, Student Services Buildc
riot be billed to you)"is a. work' · ' re:quest cr'ediUno .creditgre1.<:Jirig · ·· fng ·j~ speCifically mean(' for stuing. Coverage effective dates for
shop that is dropped BEFORE IT
status for an .Intersession class ' . dent'§ i .~ · the E;:i.rlY Childhood ,
Summer 1995 Semester . are 6BEGINS_
, If you wish to CANCE~. : ... qo later than MAY 18. Yo,u!'l'l~~st · ; E)~mentary., Jr, _.H igb and Special
your INTERSESSION classes,
you must notify the Registration
Office IN WRITING BY MAY 18
· to have the advance deposit
refunded and not be billed further. This deadline applies if you
registered for Intersession classes ONLY.
.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

12-95 through 8-17-95 . The
deadline for submitting a completed enrollment c.ard and payment of $33,60 is June 9, 1995.
For information concerning
dependent coverage, please
contact the Student Health Insurance Office, located in the Financial Aid Office, Student Services
Building, East Wing, or call 5815290.
.
Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance Specialist

tion. This is a program of educational benefits for current enlisted members who have served at
least one year in the Illinois
National Guard or Naval Militia.
Benefits include payment of
tuition and activity fee for eight
semester of credit for full or part.
time undergraduate or graduate
study. Financial need is not a
requirement for eligibility.
Beverly Miller
Financial Aid Advisor

SUMMER INSURANCE
PART-TIME STUDENT
REFUND
INSURANCE
Summer Semester students who
If you are enrolled 12 hours or
more in the summer sessions, or
are registered for 9, 10, or 11
you are a graduate assistant, the
hours as resident students may
Student Health Insurance will be
purchase Student Accident and
included in your tuition bill. StuSickness Insurance for Summer
dents who can provide evidence
Term by obtaining an application
of having health insurance equ'al
from the Student Health Insurto or better than the EIU Student
ance located in the Student SerHealth Insurance, may request
vices Building East Wing, and
the "Petition for Insurance
making payment by 3:30 p.m .,
JUNE 16, 1995, at the .Cashier's .· Exemption" forms from the Stuwindow in the Business Office.
dent Health I nsu ranee Offic.e
located in the Student Services
The cost is $33.60. Coverage
Building, East Wing. A Copy of
will be effective on 6-12-95 or ori
your insurance company's outline
the. date payment :is received,
whichever is later.
of coverage or a copy of your
medical ID card must be
Joyce Hackett
attached to the completed "PetiMedical Insurance Specialist
tion for Insurance Exemption"
form. JUNE 16, 1995 is the last
ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD .
date these petitions will be
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications for the Illinois
accepted for Summer Semester
1995.
·.
National Guard Scholarship for
95-96 school year are now·availJoyce Hackett
able in the Financial .Aid Offit:;e.
Medical ln;Mance Spedalfst
A.id Processing/Schol.arship.sec; ·· • 0 ,
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Alpha Orne
Neil Simon's

Last
of the

Red

NEW TITLES
$3fil!/ 2· days

--This weeks new releases
- Doub 1 e Drag on
-Blu e Sky
OLD TITLES
- Fear
$2llll/ ·~ days
-Quiz Show
We rent VCR's -Ed Wood

Lover

A Funny-Bon_e Ti

Have a happy
20th. We love you.

the Subject of Sed

open 10am - 11 pm Sun-Thurs 10am-Midnight Fri.,Sat.
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S .m ..n.c:r Sroc K

STRIPE D. S OLIJ) AND· PRl N T KNrr 'T( .) J>S FROM PC)P lJLAJ'~ MAJU 1R S. I N CLUD ES T:HE N E~'
" BAB Y TEE'S'' AN!:> FUN S C REEN P lhU NT S T Y .LES .

SHI- E C T S TOCK
D E N I M S HOHTS BY Z E NA <It;. CnAz zll.· • .BIL L B:LASS '~· AND O T H E R S I N Av AfUETY O F STV L.ES.
AND C O LORS.

R EGV"l #ARL\' $13
F A S H ION A ND .B AS I C B ELJ"'.ED DENIM S HORTS IN A VARI E TY O F STY LES ANO COLO R S.

20°/o

OFF

S E i.ECT S T O C K
SAV E O N C ASUAL TWILL. PLAID ANO D£N lM SHORTS • . .
:--..,--~~..,--..,--..,--'"'T'!'l""'~..,--~~~~~

20°/o OFF

Sot .to.

lSNrn u i R.ucvt..,.AB P a1c11 S rocK .

.

ST R t :P E C> ANO PLAID W O V E N S H l R '.f'S A T S UPEU P R ICES ,

T H E NAME L Evrs & SAYS IT ALL. C H OOSE FtU>M .S'TO NEWAS ll E D O H N E W .AG.E BLE A C H '

STYLES AT A GR.E AT P JU CE.!
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C R<>ss C ou.N TY M ALL
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